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ABSTRACT 
In the thesis, the following systems have been investigated by EPR: (1) 
CaCuOj, (2) YjCUjO,, (3) SrCuO^ and (4) YBajCup,., Since the complete 
superconducting compounds are EPR silent, the constituents of high-Tc mate-
rials were investigated with the hope that these studies might furnish some clue 
regarding the mechanism of high-Tc superconductors. This work is in continu-
ation of the work carried out in this laboratory by some other worker on CuO and 
BaCuOj. In CuO the spectra due to copper monomers, dimers and tetramers and 
in BaCuO^ the spectra due to copper monomers and tetramers were recorded. 
This study has been extended to the compounds, enumerated above, to see 
whether the species giving spectra are present in these compounds also or not 
and wherever possible a complete analysis has been done giving spin Hamilto-
nian parameters and in one case, the temperature dependence of the spectra has 
been investigated. The noted compounds of the given stoichiometric ratios are 
the ones that are paramagnetic and hence they have been chosen for the study. 
The compounds were prepared by mixing the ingredients in proper ratio 
and then subjected to different heat treatments to ensure solid state reaction. 
The spectra of every compound was recorded after each heat treatment at 
100°C, 200°C, 300°C 900°C, 950°C, 975°C (the maximum varying from 
substance to substance). In the beginning of heating cycle, no signal was seen. 
Only after heating at 300''C-400°C some signals appeared. The first spectra 
consisted of a broad low field signal and a weak and sharp high field signal. It is 
assumed that when the substances are heated, the Cu-0 layer, which is common 
to all, starts rupturing and the very big fragments are still unable to give signals 
due to AF coupling, the smaller ones give broad signal and the isolated mono-
mers give the sharp signal. When the temperature of calcination is increased, 
the broad signal intensifies, gets narrower and shifts upfield and the sharp signal 
also continues to intensify. At still higher temperature, only a strong signal 
corresponding to copper monomer remains. The first appearance of signal in 
the case of CuO came at the higher heating temperature of 500°C-600°C 
indicating some dilution effect in the compounds, meaning thereby, that the Cu-
O network is interspersed by CaO, Y^Oj etc. (as the case may be) and facilitates 
the fragmentation earlier. The spectra from the copper tetramers were recorded 
only at the highest temperature of heating. The samples heated at their highest 
temperature were examined by XRD and found to be monophasic of the chemi-
cal formula mentioned. It was easier to get the spectra of the Cu-tetramers, 
when the compounds were deoxygenated by fast quenching in liquid nitrogen or 
air or by dynamic evacuation. It was estimated that the loss of oxygen content 
varied from 2-5%. After deoxygenation, no difference in XRD pattern was 
discernible. 
There was a disconcerting feature that the spectra were not obtained in 
each batch of preparation. Moreover, sometimes, the spectra differed from one 
batch to the other. Also, not only one type of copper-tetramers but also more 
than one type were observed in the spectra. Hundreds of batches of preparation 
of each compound were tried and thousands of spectra recorded but exact 
conditions could not be set for the reproducible behaviour. Frequent repetition 
gave us confidence that the occurrence of copper- tetramers are real and 
repetitive to some extent but there is a chance factor. As regards the occurrence 
of more than one variety of copper tetramers, it can be said that when oxygen 
bonds binding (CuO)^ units in the CuOj planes are broken due to deoxygenation 
and when they are magnetically isolated from the bulk, they are able to yield 
EPR spectra. Some (CuO)^ units may be square planar, others may acquire 
square pyramidal configuration by binding to one disordered oxygen ion, some 
others may attain distorted octahedral configuration by binding two disordered 
oxygen ions and still some others may bind oxygen ions in some different 
geometry. Breaking of all oxygen bonds of (CuO)^ units is statistical in nature 
and hence there is a chance factor in the observation of the spectra from isolated 
(CuO)^ units. The spins of the 4 Cu^ ^ ions in the (CuO)^ entity may couple 
together ferromagnetically by super exchange interaction through the interven-
ing oxygen ions to impart to the system a total electronic spins S = 4 x 1/2 = 2 
and the total nuclear spin I = 4 x 3/2 = 6. In this system, in the EPR spectrum, 
a four-line pattern corresponding to the fine structure and a 13-line pattern 
corresponding to the hyperfine structure is expected 
We will narrate our experimental results in different compounds, one by 
one, below; 
1. CaCuO^. From the investigation of different batches of CaCuO^, two kinds 
of spectra appeared in this compound. 1st type consisted of some 16-lines and 
the second 4-lines with a strong signal in the low field side The 16-lines spectra 
were more preponderant. In this, two sets of 4-lines each could be followed 
through and they were analysed and spin Hamiltonian parameters determmed. In 
the set which consisted of 4-lines, each line showed hyperfine structure and in 
one of the lines 13-components could be easily counted. It also did not show 
angular variation. In the spectra containing 16-lines which showed angular 
variation, small grains of materials were chosen and then embedded in wax, and 
cut into rectangular blocks of convenient size for ease of handling in the EPR 
experiment. For other compounds also, where angular variation was observed, 
the same procedure was followed. 
2. YjCUjOji In this compound, the spectra consisted of several lines, in which 
4 sets of 4-lines each could be identified. They could not be analysed due to 
overlapping and large intensity variation during angular variation. These 4 sets 
may be due to different (CuO)^ units with different oxygen attachments. Some 
lines were visible only for the short stretch of angles and they were ascribed to 
inter-level transitions A four one-half spin coupled system is essentially 16-
folds degenerate and under Heisenberg isotropic exchange it splits into levels 
of one 5-fold, three 3-folds and two singlets and these are responsible for inter-
level transitions Under the action of anisotropic Heisenberg exchange and 
magnetic field applied in the EPR experiment, the 5-fold energy state splits into 
5 levels and is responsible for 4 fine structure transitions On recording the 
spectra at liquid nitrogen temperature, it was noticed that out of the 4 sets of 4-
hnes each, three vanished and only one survived, showing that the ordering of 
levels is different in different sets and for those which disappeared at LNT, the 
singlet was probably the ground state 
3. SrCuOj In this compound, the spectra consisted of only two strong lines 
The high field signal was attributable to Cu-monomer and the low field signal to 
probably S=l system made out of Cu-O-Cu dimers This signal was assigned to 
Cu-dimers because this was at the same magnetic field position as the dimer 
with 7-hyperfine components seen in CuO The 4-lines patterns due to S=2 
systems were not observed here and the reason may be that electronic band 
structure of SrCuOj has been found to be different from that of CaCuOj and 
BaCuOj 
4. YBajCUjO, g This high temperature material was prepared and its Tc was 
found to be 90K After deoxygenation of various samples from various batches 
of preparation, only once, this compound showed a 4-line patterns which was 
angle independent 
Thus we see that (CuO)^ is of common occurrence in all the constituents 
and 123 high-Tc superconductor As discussed above, (CuO)^ give signal when 
8 oxygen bonds with it are broken If the covalency in the CuO bond is supposed 
to be 12 5% (which is not unusual), then the advent of a hole (which is present 
in supercondutors) is equivalent to breaking of 8 bonds Thus a hole when travels 
6 
in a superconductor, temporarily creates ferromagnetically coupled S=2 sys-
tem and then (CuO)^ clusters with S=2 may be a cause for high-Tc superconduc-
tivity. The coupling between holes may be due to electrostatic as well as 
magnetic interactions. 
The thesis has been divided into six chapters. The first gives an overview 
of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance and superconductivity. The second is a 
review of EPR work on high-Tc materials and its related compounds. The 3rd, 
4th, 5th and 6th describe our investigations on CaCuO^, YjCUjO,, SrCuOj and 
YBajCUjO,^ respectively. 
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PREFACE 
In the thesis the following systems have been investigated by EPR: 
(1) CuO-CaO (CaCuO^), (2) CuO - Y^O, (Y^Cu^O,), (3) CuO-SrO (SrCuO^) 
and (4) Y-Ba-Cu-0 (YBajCu^O^ g). Because the complete superconducting 
compounds are EPR silent, the constituents of high-Tc materials were inves-
tigated with the hope that these studies might furnish some clue regarding the 
mechanism of high-Tc superconductors. This work is in continuation of the 
work carried out in this laboratory by some other worker on CuO and BaCuO^ 
In CuO the spectra due to copper monomers, dimers and tetramers and in 
BaCu02 the spectra due to copper monomers and tetramers were recorded. 
This study has been extended to the compounds, enumerated above, to see 
whether the species giving spectra are present in these compounds also or not 
and wherever possible a complete analysis has been done giving spin Hamil-
tonian parameters and in one case, the temperature dependence of the spectra 
has been investigated. The noted compounds of the given stoichiometric ratios 
are the ones that are paramagnetic and hence they have been chosen for the 
study. 
The compounds were prepared by mixing the ingredients in proper ratio 
and then subjected to different heat treatments to ensure solid state reaction. 
The spectra of every compound was recorded after each heat treatment at 
100°C, 200°C, 300°C 900°C, 950°C, 975°C (the maximum varying from 
substance to substance). In the beginning of heating cycle, no signal was seen. 
Only after heating at 300°C-400°C some signals appeared. The first spectra 
consisted of a broad low field signal and a weak and sharp high field signal. 
It is assumed that when the substances are heated, the Cu-0 layer, which is 
common to all, starts rupturing and the very big fragments are still unable to 
( I I ) 
give signals due to AF coupling, the smaller ones give broad signal and the 
isolated monomers give the sharp signal. When the temperature of calcination 
is increased, the broad signal intensifies, gets narrower and shifts upfield and 
the sharp signal also continues to intensify. At still higher temperature, only a 
strong signal corresponding to copper monomer remains The first appearance 
of signal in the case of CuO came at the higher heating temperature of 500°C-
600°C indicating some dilution effect in the compounds, meaning thereby, that 
the Cu-0 network is interspersed by CaO, YjO, etc. (as the case may be) and 
facilitates the fragmentation earlier. The spectra from the copper tetramers 
were recorded only at the highest temperature of heating. The samples heated 
at their highest temperature were examined by XRD and found to be 
monophasic of the chemical formula mentioned. It was easier to get the spectra 
of the Cu-tetramers, when the compounds were deoxygenated by fast quench-
ing in liquid nitrogen or air or by dynamic evacuation. It was estimated that the 
loss of oxygen content varied from 2-5%. After deoxygenation, no difference 
in XRD pattern was discernible. 
There was a disconcerting feature that the spectra were not obtained in 
each batch of preparation. Moreover, sometimes, the spectra differed from 
one batch to the other. Also, not only one type of copper-tetramers but more 
than one type was observed in the spectra. Hundreds of batches of preparation 
of each compound were tried and thousands of spectra recorded but exact 
conditions could not be set for the reproducible behaviour. Frequent repetition 
gave us confidence that the occurrence of copper- tetramers are real and 
repetitive to some extent but there is a chance factor. As regards the occurrence 
of more than one variety of copper tetramer, it can be said that when oxygen 
bonds binding (CuO)^ units in the CuOj planes are broken due to deoxygenation 
and when they are magnetically isolated from the bulk, they are able to yield 
I I ) 
EPR spectra. Some (CuO)^ units may be square planar, others may acquire 
square pyramidal configuration by binding to one disordered oxygen ion, some 
others may attain distorted octahedral configuration by binding two disordered 
oxygen ions and still some others may bind oxygen ions in some different 
geometry. Breaking of all oxygen bonds of (CuO)^ units is statistical in nature 
and hence there is a chance factor in the observation of the spectra from isolated 
(CuO)^ units. The spins of the 4 Cu^" ions in the (CuO)^ entity may couple 
together ferromagnetically by superexchange interaction through the interven-
ing oxygen ions to impart to the system a total electronic spins 8 = 4 x 1 / 2 = 2 
and the total nuclear spin I = 4 x 3/2 = 6. In this system, in the EPR spectrum, 
a four line pattern corresponding to the fine structure and a 13-line pattern 
corresponding to the hyperfine structure is expected. 
We will narrate our experimental results in different compounds, one by 
one, below; 
1. CaCuOj. From the investigation of different batches of CaCuO^, two kinds 
of spectra appeared in this compound. 1st type consisted of some 16-lines and 
the second 4-lines with a strong signal in the low field side. The 16-lines spectra 
were more preponderant. In this, two sets of 4-lines each could be followed 
through and they were analysed and spin Hamiltonian parameters determined. 
In the set which consisted of 4-lines, each line showed hyperfine structure and 
in one of the lines 13-components could be easily counted. It also did not show 
angular variation. In the spectra containing 16-lines which showed angular 
variation, small grains of materials were chosen and then embedded in wax and 
cut into rectangular blocks of convenient size for ease of handling in the EPR 
experiment. For other compounds also, where angular variation was observed, 
the same procedure was followed. There has been a great difficulty in identify-
ing the individual lines in the sets of 4-lines during angular variation study m 
(IV) 
this compound as well as other compounds. The difficulty may arise due to 
ferromagnetic coupling of spins of 4 Cu^* ions which give S=2 system. In 
materials with ferromagnetic properties, there may be modification of the 
applied field due to exchange effects, anisotrophy effects and demagnetisation 
fields which may bring about shift in the position of lines, line-width and line 
shapes of the signal. 
2. YjCUjO^: In this compound, the spectra consisted of several lines, in which 
4 sets of 4-lines each could be identified. They could not be analysed due to 
overlapping and large intensity variation during angular variation. These 4 sets 
may be due to different (CuO)^ units with different oxygen attachments. Some 
lines were visible only for the short stretch of angles and they were ascribed 
to inter-level transitions. A four one-half spin coupled system is essentially 16-
folds degenerate and under Heisenberg isotropic exchange it splits into levels 
of one 5-fold, three 3-folds and two singlets and these are responsible for inter-
level transitions. Under the action of anisotropic Heisenberg exchange and 
magnetic field applied in the EPR experiment, the 5-fold energy state splits into 
5 levels and is responsible for 4 fine structure transitions. On recording the 
spectra at liquid nitrogen temperature, it was noticed that out of the 4 sets of 
4-lines each, three vanished and only one survived, showing that the ordering 
of levels is different in different sets and for those which disappeared at LNT, 
the singlet was probably the ground state. 
3. SrCuOj! In this compound, the spectra consisted of only two strong lines. 
The high field signal was attributable to Cu-monomer and the low field signal 
to probably S=l system made out of Cu-O-Cu dimers. This signal was assigned 
to Cu-dimers because this was at the same magnetic field,position as the dimer 
witb^T^hyperfinfi^omponents s€.en;in. CuO. The 44ine patterns due tpiS=2 
systems were n<ot o.bs.erved here ai54 the, reason may be tnat electronic band 
( V ) 
structure and magnetic properties of SrCuO^ has been found to be different 
from that of CaCuO^ and BaCuO^. 
4. YBSjCUjO, g! This high temperature material was prepared and its Tc was 
found to be 90K. After deoxygenation of various samples from various batches 
of preparation, only once, this compounsd showed a 4-lines pattern which was 
angle independent. 
Thus we see that (CuO)^ is of common occurrence in all the constituents 
and 123 high-Tc superconductor. As discussed above, (CuO)^ give signal when 
8 oxygen bonds with it are broken. If the covalency in the CuO bond is 
supposed to be 12.5% (which is not unusual), then the advent of a hole (which 
are present in supercondutors) is equivalent to breaking of 8 bonds. Thus a hole 
when travels in a superconductor, temporarily creates ferromagnetically 
coupled S=2 system and then (CuO)^ clusters with S=2 may be a cause for 
high-Tc superconductivity. The coupling between holes may be due to electro-
static as well as magnetic interactions. 
The thesis has been divided into six chapters. The first gives an overview 
of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance and superconductivity. The second is a 
review of EPR work on high-Tc materials and its related compounds. The 3rd, 
4th, 5th and 6th describe our investigations on CaCuO^, Y^CUjOj, SrCuOj and 
YBajCUjO, g respectively. 
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CHAPTER - 1 
SECTION (A) 
GENERAL THEORY OF ELECTRON 
PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 
SECTION (B) 
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
This Chapter has been divided into two sections: A (electron paramagnetic 
resonance and B (superconductivity). 
SECTION A 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance is the branch of spectroscopy in 
which microwave is absorbed by the paramagnetic substance to induce 
transition between magnetic energy levels of electrons with unpaired spins. 
When a static magnetic field is applied, the magnetic energy splitting takes 
place. The atoms having odd numbers of electrons, ions having partially filled 
inner electron shells and other molecules that carry angular momentum show 
the EPR phenomenon. 
The Electron Paramagnetic Resonance is also called by other names 
such as "Electron Spin Resonance" (ESR) and "Electron Magnetic Reso-
nance" (EMR). All these names have the same meaning and simply describe 
the different view of the same phenomenon. 
1.2 HISTORICAL FACTS 
In 1944 EPR was first discovered by Zavoiskii [1] in USSR and shortly 
later by Cummerow and Halliday [2] in U.S.A. and Bagguley and Griffiths [3] 
in England. For some time this technique remained of interest only to Solid 
State Physicists until after the initial application of molecular orbital theory in 
the mid of fifties by Stevens, Owens and McCarvey [4] that it became of general 
interest to chemists. The technique of EPR is considered as an extension of the 
Stem-Gerlach experiment. 
1.3 TYPES OF SUBSTANCES WHICH GIVE THE EPR SIGNALS 
Paramagnetism occurs whenever a system of charges of unpaired 
electrons has resultant angular momentum, which results in the presence of 
permanent magnetic dipoles. This happens for atoms or ions containing partly 
filled electronic shell. The resultant angular momentum is partly due to the 
orbital motion and partly due to the intrinsic spin of the electrons, each of which 
is associated with a magnetic dipole moment. 
Following are the paramagnetic systems that can be investigated by 
EPR. 
(i) The group of elements containing 3d, 4d, 4f, 5d and 5f,6d electrons (iron 
group, palladium group, rare-earth group, platinum group and actinide 
group), 
(ii) Atoms and ions having an odd number of electrons must possess spin 
angular momentum, 
(iii) Odd number of electrons in molecules or molecular ions such as NO, 
NOj. Oj though having even number of electrons have a ground state with 
partially filled molecular shell and is thus paramagnetic, 
(iv) Free radicals (compounds) possessing unpaired electrons like CHj"", 
diphenyl picryl hydrazyl (DPPH). 
(v) Colour centres which involve trapped electrons or holes, 
(vi) Conduction electrons in semi-conductors and metals, 
(vii) A large variety of compounds of biochemical interest such as enzymes 
and other catalysts, 
(viii) If a substance is not paramagnetic, it can be exposed to high energy 
radiation [5] or subjected to mechanical stress [6-9] so that the normal 
bonds are disturbed and paramagnetic species are formed. 
1.4 THEORY OF EPR 
Since a paramagnetic ion has a magnetic moment its ground state is 
degenerate. If this ion is placed in a static magnetic field the degeneracy is 
lifted because of the Zeeman splitting of the levels. The EPR spectrum results 
due to the transition between these energy levels by absorbing radiation of 
microwave frequency. If the static magnetic field is slowly varied, the absorp-
tion shows a series of maxima. The plot between the absorbed energy and the 
magnetic field is called the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance spectrum and the 
phenomenon is known as the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR). 
When a free ion with a resultant angular momentum(J) is subjected to a 
static magnetic field (H) then it has (2J+1) energy levels and the energies of the 
various levels are given by 
EM; = gPH.M, 
where Mj = (J, J-1, 0 -J), g is the spectrospcopic splitting factor 
and P is Bohr magneton. 
For the case, if S =1/2,1=0 and J=l/2, then mulitplicity (2J+1) = 2 or Mj 
= ± 1/2. 
Now if an external magnetic field (H) is applied on this system, the low 
energy state will have the spin magnetic moment aligned with the field, and the 
high energy state will have the spin magnetic moment aligned opposite to the 
magnetic field. The energy of the levels is proportional to the magnetic field 
strength i.e., 
E^,^, = ± l / 2gPH 
If an alternating magnetic field of frequency (v) is applied at right angle 
to the direction of the magnetic field then transitions occur between Zeeman 
levels i.e.. 
E.,/2 - E ,/2 = hv =gPH 
This is called the resonance condition where h is Planck's constant. 
P is the Bohr magneton and the value of P is given by 
eh 
= .9723 X 10-^ ° erg/gauss 
47imc 
g is the proportionality factor, which is the function of the electron's 
environment. It is also called the spectroscopic splitting factor or Lande's 
splitting factor. For multielectronic ions, the g-factor can have values distinct 
from g^  (free electron g-value). Fig. 1.1 shows the splitting of a degenerated 
electronic level (M. = ± 1/2) in a magnetic field. Selection rules for electronic 
dipolar transitions AMj = ± 1 hold good. For technical reasons, the resonance 
absorption is generally observed when magnetic field (H) is varied keeping the 
frequency ( v ) fixed. 
1.5 PRESENTATION OF EPR SPECTRUM 
The EPR spectrum may be obtained by plotting intensity of absorption 
against the strength of magnetic field. However, the best method is to represent 
the EPR spectrum as a derivative curve in which the first derivative of the 
absorption curve is plotted against the strength of the magnetic field. 
1.6 CRYSTAL FIELD EFFECTS 
In EPR spectroscopy, the splitting of energy levels occurs under the 
effect of the internal crystalline field and applied magnetic field. For paramag-
netic ions in a diamagnetic crystal lattice, two types of interactions are 
observed, i.e., interaction between the paramagnetic ions called dipolar inter-
action and interaction between the paramagnetic ions and the diamagnetic 
neighbours called crystal field interaction. 
Fig 1.1 Energy levels for S = h (free electron) in a 
magnetic field and the resonance conditiontR^f.17) 
According to the crystal field theory the paramagnetic ion resides in a 
lattice cavity inside a crystalline lattice which experiences an electric field 
from the surrounding atoms, point charges (ions) or point dipoles (H^O 
molecules). Interactions in this additional potential source is added to the 
Hamiltonian of the free ions in order to ascertain the new energy states. In 
order to explain the effect of the internal crystalline field, the normal concepts 
of vector coupling among the quantum numbers are supposed to hold good. 
Thus the total orbital quantum number L compounds with the total spin 
quantum number S to produce a resultant J and in the absence of any electric 
or magnetic field all the different combinations of L and S states will have the 
same energy and the ion will have one energy level. If an electric field (such as 
produced by the nagative ions in the surrounding lattice) now acts on the ions, 
quantization will take place about this direction, and the degeneracy of the level 
will be removed as different quantum states have different energy levels. This 
quantization can be dealt in three different ways: 
1.6.1 Weak Crystalline Field 
In this case, the crystal field interaction is weaker than the spin-orbit interac-
tion. Rare earths and actinide compounds are the examples of this type of 
interaction. The electrons of the paramagnetic shell lie fairly deep within the 
ion and are well shielded from the crystalline field [10]. 
1.6.2 Medium Crystal Field 
In this case, the crystal field interaction is greater than spin-orbit 
interaction but is less than the coloumb interaction between electrons. This 
situation can be described by considering the orbital motion as damped by 
crystal field and making it unable to respond to an applied magnetic field/ which 
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is said to be the quenching of orbital angular momentum. Hydrate salts are the 
best examples of this interaction. In this case, the magnetic properties arc all 
due to spin which is affected by the crystal field only weakly. 
1.6.3 Strong Crystal Field 
This is valid for covalent bonding in which the orbits of the paramagnetic 
electrons and those of the electrons of neighbouring diamagnetic ions or atoms 
overlap appreciably. In this case, due to the strong covalent bonding, the crystal 
field assumption does not hold. This situation is found for complexes of the 4d 
and 5d groups, and for cynides of the 3d group. 
1.7 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE LINE WIDTH 
There are various sources which affect the line width. They are dipole-
dipole interaction between spins, spin-lattice relaxation, interaction of spins 
with radiation field, motion of unpaired spins in the microwave field, diffiision 
of the spin system, anisotropy of the splitting of the spin levels, dipolar 
interaction between spins with different Larmor frequencies and inhomogeneties 
in applied d.c. magnetic field. 
1.8 RELAXATION PROCESSES 
When the population in the two levels becomes equal, it is impossible to 
detect EPR absorption signal from the system, because there would be no net 
transfer of energy fi-om the radiation to the spins. The population difference 
between two levels is maintained by relaxation processes. The upper level is 
replenished by oscillating magnetic field, but depleted by relaxation processes 
and an equilibrium difference of population is maintained. 
There are two types of relaxation processes. 
1.8.1 Spin-lattice Relaxation 
In this process energy flows from the spin system to the lattice. In the 
absence of magnetic field the electron spins are randomlj^iM-iented in space so 
their net moment is zero. When a static magnetic field B is applied, the spins 
become aligned parallel or anti-parallel to B. As a result, magnetization is 
observed. However,a certain time interval is needed to obtain equilibrium 
value which is same as that needed for the spins to become again randomly 
switched 
oriented when the magnetic field is suddenlyf ^ ^  '*off- This reorientation is 
called relaxation process (T,). Thus spin-relaxation time Tj, measures the 
characteristic time for recovery of the ma^etization of the paramagnetic 
system along the static field direction after the equilibrium has been disturbed. 
There are three types for spin-lattice relaxation. 
(a) Direct Process 
In this process the energy is transferred directly from a single spin to a 
single vibration mode of the crystalline lattice. For the direct process 
1 
T, OL — [10] and is independent of spin concetration. This process is 
B^T 
prominent at low temperature. 
(b) Raman or Indirect Process 
This process predominates at high temperature. Here a phonon is 
inelastically scattered and the process is strongly temperature dependent with 
1 1 
Tj a — for T < 9, and T,< — for T > 6, where 9 is the Debye temperature 
[11]. Experimental results are in fair agreement with theory at higher 
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temperatures but not at low temperature where the direct process is important. 
(c) Orbach Process 
In this process, there are two transitions one after the other 
which occur via an intermediate state. Here the relaxation rate is given by 
1 -AE 
— a exp — , where AE is the energy gap between the upper level and the 
T, KT 
intermediate state. 
1.8.2 Spin-Spin Relaxation 
The process in which the spins exchange energy among themselves is 
called the spin-spin relaxation. This interaction produces a broadening of the 
energy level by the mutual effect of one paramagnetic ion on another. Each such 
ion may be regarded as a magnetic dipole which will be precessing in the applied 
magnetic field. Its component in the direction of the field will have steady value 
and this will produce an extra magnetic field at the neighbouring paramagnetic 
ions which alters the total field value slightly and thus shifts the energy levels. 
In this process there are two types of interactions: dipole-dipole interaction and 
exchange interaction. 
(a) Dipole-Dipole Interaction 
This interaction arises from the influence of the magnetic field of one 
paramagnetic ion on the dipole moments of the neighbouring ions. The local 
field at any given site will depend on the arrangements of the neighbours and 
the direction of their dipole moments. Thus the resultant magnetic field on the 
paramagnetic ion will be the vector sum of the external field and the local field. 
This resultant field varies from site to site giving a random displacement of the 
resonance frequency of each ions and thus broadening the line widths. 
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(b) Exchange Interaction 
There are many paramagnetic compounds in which separation of mag-
netic ions is less than 0.5 nm; exchange interaction may occur between them 
which can alter the line width considerably. 
This effect comes in two forms as isotropic exchange [12,13] and 
anisotropic exchange interactions. If the ions are similar, the effect of exchange 
is to narrow the line at the centre, and broaden them in the wings. The width at 
half maximum is reduced and phenom^ion is known as exchange narrowing. 
On the other hand, if the magnetic ions have anisotropic g-tensor,then 
anisotropic exchange interaction generally arises. Anisotropic exchange inter-
action will give rise to broadening of the resonance line. 
1.9 LINE WIDTH [14] 
There are two ways of expressing line width, the half width at half height 
(ABj/2) of the absorption line, and peak to peak width (AB ) between the 
extrema of the first derivative curve. 
2.00 SPIN-HAMILTONIAN 
Atoms or ions containing unpaired electrons and nuclei with non-zero 
spin, when placed in an external static magnetic field^the total energy of the 
system can be expressed in terms of various components. These components of 
energies can be expressed in terms of their corresponding Hamiltonian opera-
tors. 
Abragam and Pryce [15] and numerous others subsequently described the 
electronic interaction which contributes to the total energy of the ions by the 
following Hamiltonian [15,16,18] 
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H = H + H + H + H + H + R , + H + H, + H, 
where 
H^ = electronic energy« 10" 10' cm' (optical region) 
H^ = crystal field energy « 10' 10* cm' (IR or optical) 
H^ = electronic spin-orbit interaction energy » 10^ cm"' 
H^ = Zeeman energy due to interaction of electron with external 
field ?:0 1 cm'. 
H^ = electronic spin-spin interaction energy g? 0... 1 cm'' 
H^j.=dipole-dipole coupling between the electrons and nuclear 
magnetic moments?: 10"' — 10"^  cm*' 
H = quadrupole interaction energy?: 10*^  cm"' 
H^ = nuclear Zeeman energy due to interaction of nuclei with 
external field»10"' - 10"» cm'. 
H^  = energy of exchange effects between two types of electrons. 
The first three Hamiltonian terms namely electronic, crystal field, and 
spin-orbit energies usually correspond to transition in the visible and IR regions 
and are not observed in EPR. Practical EPR spectroscopy concerns itself 
mainly with the fine structure H^, Zeeman splitting H^  and hyperfine interac-
tion H j^. The nuclear Zeeman and quadrupole interactions are usually small. The 
best way to consider all the energy contributions is to express them in the 
following form including the nuclear Zeeman and quadrupole terms. 
H = p.S. g.B.+S.D.S. + S.A.I. - P^ B. g^ .1 +1. Q. 1 
where S and I are the electronic spin and nuclear spin operators 
respectively. The first term represents Zeeman interaction with the applied 
field B. The presence of orbital momentum is taken into account by allowing the 
splitting factor 'g' to differ from the free spin value of 2,0023. D in the second 
term represents a quadrupolar coupling to the crystal field. The third term 
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represents hyperfine interaction. The fourth term represents nuclear Zeeman 
interaction and the fifth represents the quadrupolar coupling between nuclear 
spin I and the electric field gradient in the ion. These tensors are diagonalised 
in a system of orthogonal axes known as the principal axes. In the princip«il 
axes system, the above equation can be written as : 
H^  = P [g, B, S, + gy By Sy + g, B^ SJ + D[S/ - 1/3 S(S-Hl)] + E[(S ^^  - S/)] + 
A, S,I, + AS,Iy + A,S,I,-P^(g,B,I, + g,B,Iy+g,B^g + Q•(I^ 1/31(1+1)) 
+ Q"V-V) 
where D = D^ - (D^ + Dy)/2 E = (D^ + Dy)/2 
Q'= Qz - (Qx + Qy)/2 
Q "= (Q, + Qy)/2 
- > -^ 
and g^ , g^ g^  and A ,^ A , A^ are the components of g and A tensors respectively 
along principal axes. 
2.1 FINE-STRUCTURE AND HYPERFINE STRUCTURE |18] 
When a paramagnetic ion is doped in a diamagnetic host system, then 
the surrounding diamagnetic ion will give rise to an electric field at the site of 
the paramagnetic ion. This electric field can lift the degeneracy of the energy 
levels and generate a fine structure which appears when splitting is small 
enough so that the levels are populated and the resonance transitions are within 
the energy range of EPR. Interactions such as spin orbit coupling, electron 
spin-spin coupling, and the Stark effect of an asymmetrical crystalline electric 
field are usually responsible for the fine structure. 
Hyperfine interaction are mainly magnetic dipole interaction between 
the electronic magnetic moment and the nuclear magnetic moment of the 
paramagnetic ion. The origin of this interaction can be understood as follows. 
The nuclear moment produces a magnetic field B,^  at the magnetic electrons and 
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the modified resonance condition becomes 
AE = hv = gP (B + B^) 
where B^ has (21+1) values; I is the nuclear spin. 
2.2 APPLICATION OF EPR 
EPR technique has been applied in many areas of physics, chemistry, 
biology e t c . 
(i) It decides about the site of unpaired electron(s). 
(ii) The number of hyperfine components of a line decides the number and 
type of nuclei present in the neighbourhood of the odd electron. 
(iii) It identifies unknown transition metal ions or lattice defects. 
(iv) It determines the concentration of paramagnetic species. 
(v) By EPR, free radicals can be studied. 
(vi) EPR is able to provide the useful information about the shape of the 
radicals. 
(vii) Information on ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic 
materials can be obtained. 
(viii) Information regarding the phase-transition in solids which is some-
times difficult to get through X-ray studies can be obtained. 
(ix) It provides information about the working of catalysts in chemical 
reactions, 
2.3 EPR INSTRUMENTATION [19] 
The present investigation were carried out on a JEOL, (Japan). JES-
RE2X, X-band ESR spectrometer. A block diagram of the spectrometer is 
shown in Fig. 1.2. Detailed specifications of the spectrometer are as follows: 
Reference frequency: 8.8-9.6 GHz. 
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Sensitivity 
Resolution 
Frequency stability 
Microwave output 
Cavity mode 
Detection Method 
Magnetic field modulation 
Magnetic field sweep method 
Magnetic field sweep mode 
Magnetic field sweep width 
Magnetic field sweep time 
Recorder 
Mode 
Chart width 
1.0xlO'*/T(with 100 K Hz magnetic field 
modulation 
47 mG can ben resolved with a 5mm ^ 
sample tube at 100 K Hz modulation. 
1 X lO-^ *. 
0.1 nW ~ 200 mW variable (minimum 
0.0001 nW, optional) 
TEg,, cylindrical. 
Homodyne crystal detection. 
0.0002~2mT (100 KHz) 
0.0002 ~ 1 mT (50 K Hz) 
0.0002 ~ 0.2 mT (25 K Hz) 
Direct read out and linear field sweep. 
Sin^e sweep repetitive sweep external 
input sweep. 
35 steps of 0, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 4.5, 
7.5 X 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100. 
0.5, 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,132 min/360mm 
(when the observed on recorder and 
oscillope) 
0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1,2,5,10, 20, Sec (when 
observed on oscilloscope) 
DYT type 
Selectable from among DY, DYT, YT 
DY: 250(W) ~360(L) mm 
DYT: DY's width x 1.5, 2 and 3 
YT: 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 
128 min/360 mm. 
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Oscilloscope 
Magnetic field interval 
Power fluctuation 
Magnetic field variable 
range 
Magnetic field homogenity 
Main Coil 
228 mm persistence type. 
62 mm (64 mm: optional) (at the centre) 
± 5 - 1 0 ' ' / ± 5 % AC Power 
Residual magnetic field 
~ 1300 mT 
(Gap 44 mm: 1700 mT) 
±5~10'^/effective sample 
volume at 330 mT. 
Low impedence cooling type. 
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SECTION B 
1.11 BRIEF HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 
In 1911 H. Kamerlingh Onnes [20] observed that the d.c.resistitivity of 
mercury suddenly drops to zero, whenever, the sample is cooled below 4.2 K. 
He named the new phenomenon "superconductivity". In the years to follow it was 
discovered that many other metallic elements show the superconductivity at 
very low temperatures. 
In 1933 Meissner and Ochsenfeld [21] observed another distinct prop-
erty of the superconducting state -Perfect diamagnetism. They noticed that 
when the sample is cooled below a critical temperature in the weak external 
magnetic fields, the magnetic flux is expelled from the sample. 
In 1934, F. and H. London [22] explained the Meissner effect and 
predicted the penetration depth : this is a characteristic length of penetration 
of the static magnetic flux into a superconductor. 
In 1950, V.C. Ginzburg and L.D. Landau [23] proposed the macroscopic 
theory for superconductivity. 
In this theory the order parameter is used as a variable, the square of its 
absolute value being the density of superconducting electrons. Coherence 
length ^ is defined in the theory as a width in which the density of supercon-
ducting electrons decays gradually at the boundary between the superconduct-
ing and the normal conducting state. 
A. Abrikosov [24] discussed the behaviour of superconductors in the 
external magnetic field and discovered the type-I andtype-II superconductors. 
Type-I expels magnetic flux completely from their interior, and type-II do it 
completely only in small fields, but partially in higher fields. 
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In 1957, J. Bardeen, L. Cooper and R. Schrieffer [25] proposed the 
microscopic theory of superconductivity, referred as the BCS theory This 
theory is based on the assumption of pairing of two electrons with opposite 
directions of both spins and momenta. The two electrons of a pair (called 
cooper pair) are attracted via phonons. As a result of such attractive interac-
tion, the condensed state of highly correlated pairs of conduction electrons is 
formed below. All cooper pairs move in a single coherent motion, and originate 
the superconductivity. The BCS theory provides the basis for understanding of 
superconductivity in 'conventional' superconductors. 
In 1962, B. Josephson [26] postulated a fascinating quantum tunnelling 
effect. This effect occurs in the junction when the two superconducting elec-
trodes are separated by a ver> thin layer (» 10 A°) of insulator. This effect 
implies that a superconducting current tunnelling through the junction pro-
duces a phase difference between the superconducting electron of the two 
electrodes and that the time derivative of the phase difference generates a 
voltage difference between the electrodes. Nowadays Josephson junction 
technology represents the basis of superconducting electronics. Later, on 
April 17, 1986 a brief article of "Possible High- superconductivity in Ba-La-
Cu—O system" by J.G. Bednorz andK.A. Muller [27] announcing the discovery 
of superconductivity in that system with in the range 30 K, began the era of high-
superconductivity. Within a year, La-Sr-Cu-0 system with Tc close to 40 k at 
atmospheric pressure [28-30] and upto 52 K under high pressure [31] were 
prepared. Soon after, the yttrium barium copper oxide system was discovered 
with Tc in the range 90-95 K [32]. By 1988, the bismuth and thallium based 
system raised the transition temperature further to 125 K [33,34]. Subsequent 
effort in search of new high-Tc materials led to the discovery of superconduc-
tivity in Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 system [35] with around 135 K. Under high pressure 
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[150 K Bar] T^  in Hg Ba^  CEJ CU, 0,^^ system rises to 150 K [36]. 
As a result of these developments, superconductivity has become one of 
the most active area of research in physical sciences in the last few years. The 
raising of Tc during the last 85 years is shown in Fig 1,3. 
A list of high-Tc materials with corresponding Tc is given in table (1). 
Table (1): High-Tc oxide systems with corresponding number of CuOj planes 
(n) andTransition temperature (Tc) 
System n Tc(K) 
38 
90 
20 
85 
110 
80 
108 
125 
50 
80 
110 
112 
94 
128 
134 
La2.^ (Ba/Sr)^ CuO^ 
YBa,Cu3 0,^ 
BiaSr,Ca„.,Cu„ 0,,,„ 
n = l 
n = 2 
n = 3 
Tl, Ba, Ca„., Cu„ 0,,,„ 
n= 1 
n = 2 
n = 3 
Tl,Ba,Ca„.,Cu„03,,„ 
n= 1 
n = 2 
n = 3 
n = 4 
Hg,Ba,Ca„.,Cu„02,,„,, 
n= 1 
n = 2 
n = 3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
150 
r ^ e l virt. 
100 
- ? SPACE TETff'ERA'IURE 
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f Tl2^2Ca2CU30^Q 
o Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu2Q,Q 
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^ YBa^ CXi^ O 2^"3^6.9 
liquid nitroqgi tanperature 
50 -
Liquid - » 
He 
^ 2 - x S r x 9 ^ 4 
<l(0^ 
?^ ^ l ^ ^ " " ^ " ' ' * ^ ,o BaPbBiOj 
" J I . . t I . . • I . Cf. I . l^ty I . . • t y 
^3Ge; « BaKBiOj 
,6 BaPhSiO-
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discovery 
F i g . 1 .3 The e v o l u t i o n of c r i t i c a l t e m p e r a t u r e s 
s i n c e t h e d i s c o v e r y of s u p e r c o n d u c t i v i t y 
( R e f . 2 4 ) . 
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1.12 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 
All the high -Tc cuprate oxide systems have layered structure with CuO^ 
planes. The symmetry is either tetragonal or orthorhombic. Brief description of 
the structure of high - Tc cuprates are given below: 
(a) La-M-Cu-O System 
This system forms a series of compounds of general formula 
Laj.^ M^ CuO^ [37] by substitution of alkaline earth ions M(M= Ca, Sr, Ba) for 
La in La^ CuO^. For the tetragonal La-Sr-Cu-0 system, the typical lattice 
parameters are; a=b=3.77 A" and c = 13.18 A°[38] and it contains two formula 
units per unit cell [39,40]. Lattice parameters for orthorhombic phase are; 
a = 5.363A°, b=5.409 A° and c= 13.17 A° [40] with four formula units per unit 
cell. Structure of La-Sr-Cu-0 compound is shown in Fig. 1.4. 
(b) RE-Ba-Cu-O System 
In this series, YBajCUgO, ^ has shown the highest Tc (:i 92 K). In the 
tetragonal structure [41-43] there is one formula unit per unit cell, and the 
lattice parameters are; a = 3.9018 A° and c = 11.9403 A°. For the orthorhombic 
phase, lattice parameters are; a = 3.827 A°, b = 3.882 A° and c = 11.682 A° and 
the number of formula units per unit cell remains unchanged [41, 44-46]. The 
structure of Y-Ba-Cu-0 compound is shown in Fig 1.5. 
(c) Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-O System. 
This system form a series of compounds of general formula 
BijSrjCa^ jCu^ Oj^ ^^ y^ where n=l, 2,3. The important phases of these are 
Bl2Sr2CaCu20y(2212 phase) [31] with Tc = 85k and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu30^ (2223 
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Fig 1.4 Structure of LaSrCuO superconductor(Ref.38) 
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phase) with Tc = 11 OK [47,48] For the 2212 phase with orthorhombic structure 
[49], the lattice parametres are, a = 5.420A'', b = 5.376A'' and c = 30.72A° and 
for tetragonal structure [50], the lattice parameters are, a = b = 3.818A° and 
c = 30.6A°. The structure of Bi^Sr^CaCu^Og is shown in Fig. 1.6. 
(d) TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O System 
Tl-based material has a structure that is closely related to the Bi-based 
superconductor. TlBa^Ca^CUjO, (with TclOO - 11 OK) called 1223 phase, and 
Tlj Baj Ca^CUj 0,^ ( Tc = 120-125K) abbreviated 2233 phase are the important 
compounds of this series. They belong to the tetrogonal system and for the 
1223 phase, thecellparametres are; a = 3.8429A°andc = 15.10871A° [51], and 
for the 2223 phase, these are; a = 3.822A° and c = 36.26A°. Similar to Bi-based 
system the Tl-based compounds also contain many copper oxide layers ar-
ranged perpendicular to the c-axis. 
(e) Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-O System [52] 
The structure of HgBa^Ca^ jCu^ O^^ j^+x ^^  tetragonal and similar to that 
of Tl BajCa^ jCu^Oj^^, system with HgO layers taking place of TIO layers and 
partial oxygen vacancies in HgO layers. All phases are of tetragonal structure. 
For 1201 phase, a=3.8742A°, c=9.4798A° (Tc=94K); for 1212 phase, 
a=3.8594A° c=12.6946A°(Tc=128K); for 1223 phase, a=3.8549A° 
c=15.8160A° (Tc=134K). 
1.13 MECHANISM OF HIGH - Tc SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
Several, widely different approaches have been used to understand the 
mechanism of high - Tc superconductivity, but no consensus has been achieved 
till now. In the following, some of the main theories are described briefly: 
Cu-O LAYERS 
Bi-0 LAYERS 
F i g . 1.6 S t r u c t u r e of Bi^Sr^CaCu 0- superconduc t ing compound 
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(1) Coupling Mechanisms 
It has been suggesed that BCS theory is not applicable for the high-Tc 
superconductors. Two major theoretical questions about the high - Tc supercon-
ductor are, whether the paired electrons are cooper type pairs coupled together 
in momantum space (BCS theory), and whether the mechanism for pair forma-
tion is mediated by aphonon or non phonon process. In this section we discuss 
some mechanisms, based on excitons, plasmons which various workers have 
suggested for the new oxide supercondutors. 
(a) Excitons 
For polymers and other systems of low dimensionality it has been 
suggested that cooper pairs might form through the exciton mechanism. The 
same proposal has also been made [53-55] for the cuprate system. Supercon-
ductivity in YBajCUjO,,^  mediated by excitons is discussed in the reference 
[56]. 
(b) Plasmons 
Plasmon and other bosonic mechanisms have also been discussed [57,58] 
and Kersin [59,60] concluded that the high Tc arises from the combination of 
strongly coupled phonons and plasmons. There is IR-Raman evidence for 
plasmons in YBaCuO [61] and LaSrCuO [62] systems. 
(c) Polarons and Bipolarons 
The effect of polarons (eletrons plus induced lattice polarization) on 
producinghigh Tc's has been discussed in references [63,64]. Photoconductiv-
ity data indicate that an ensemble of polarons and excitons plays a substantial 
role in the mechanism of high- Tc superconductivity [65]. The possible role of 
bipolarons has also been discussed [66]. 
2« 
(d) Other Mechanisms 
A model for YBa^ CUjO^ involves heavy d-like holes interacting with light 
p-like electrons. It has been suggested that the d-hole behaviour might be 
described as a plasmon from the point of view of a collective modes. The 
plasmons and phonons act as attractors between electrons to form cooper 
pairs, and Tc is enhanced. Several authors have considered the effect of 
intralayer interactions on the superconducting transition [67,68], and this can 
make the superconductors doped Mott. insulators. 
Electron - electron intractions have also been considered [69,70], and an 
electronic mechanism that leads to d-wave pairing has been proposed [71 ]. 
(ii) Resonating Valence Bond (RVB) Theory 
Anderson [72] made the bold suggestion that superconductivity in 
LajCuO^ and related materials might be caused by the occurrence in these 
materials of the "resonating valence bond" state, a magnetic spin liquid 
suggested by him. 
Anderson [73] proposed as early as 1987 that for the undoped material 
(LajCuO^) the ground state should be a RVB state. However, later experiments 
reveal that the system exhibits a long-range AF order. So, the RVB state is not 
the lowest energy state for the undoped material. Anderson and his coworkers 
proposed that with addition of holes the AF order is distroyed rapidly and the 
RVB state is relevent in the metallic phase where there is no long-range order. 
In RVB background spin and charge degree of freedom are decoupled and the 
quasi particle excitons, spinons and holons result. Andersons group suggested 
that the resistivity in the ab-plane of cuprates is due to the scattering of holons 
by spinons. The density of spin excitatons (spinons) grows linearly with 
temperature, so p^^is proportional to temperature. For the charge conduction 
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along the c-axis a holon and a spinon should combine to form a physical hole, 
which may then hop along the c-direction to the next layer. 
(iii) Van-Hove Singalarity Scenario 
Any electronic mechanism can not account for the isotope effect in high 
-Tc system. Isotope - shift is generally less than 1/2 but in some superconduct-
ing samples at proper doping [74] large values have been observed. This 
suggests that phonons are also playing an important role in the mechanism of 
high - Tc superconductivity. Van Hove singularity along with the BCS mecha-
nism can explain the high transition temperature of oxide superconductors. 
It is known that presence of a Van Hove singularity (VHS) in the density 
of states (DOS) enhances the BCS transition temperature when the Fermi level 
is at or near the VHS point. A two - dimensional system has at least one VHS 
in the density of state. The credibility of the VHS scenario lies on the quasi two-
demensional structure of the cuprates and the observation that the Fermi level 
is in the vicinity of the VHS point. Tsuei et al,. [75] first pointed out that the 
anomalous isotope effect in La-214 system may be qualitatively explained 
within the VHS Scenario. 
There are various other models, notably proposed by Rice and Jhang and by 
Schrieffer but none of them are full proof. 
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CHAPTER - 2 
REVIEW OF EPR WORK ON 
HIGH-Tc MATERIALS 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Since the discovery of high-Tc superconductor by Bednorz and Muller [ 1 ] 
in 1986, the magnetic properties of copper-oxide superconductors have at-
tracted much attention. Enormous efforts have been made to understand the 
mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity. A number of theoretical and 
experimental studies on the magnetic properties of these materials have been 
done, which suggested that the magnetism is associated with the Cu-0 network 
and it plays a very important role in superconducting properties. Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonane is one of the most powerful technique to study the 
local copper environment and its interaction with the neighbouring ions. EPR 
signal in the cuprate superconductors is expected because the majority of 
copper ions are in the Cu* States, as given by nuclear magnetic resonance, 
neutron scattering, photoemission and muon spin resonance studies [2-6]. In 
view of these, a large number of EPR studies have been reported for HTSC'S 
and the'tr related compounds, which are summarized in this chapter. 
During the last ten years EPR studies of high-Tc superconductors are 
reported in enormous number, due to this it is a very difficult to include the 
details of all of them. So, herein, we discuss only a few examples. The review 
is based on an article published by Alex Punnoose [7], our research collaborator, 
with some alterations and modifications. 
Several groups have observed the EPR signal in high-Tc superconduc-
tors, but it has been controversial since the very beginning [8]. Some groups 
attributed the observed signal to pure superconducting phase and some others 
to impurity phases such as Y^BaCuOj [9], which are formed during the prepara-
tion of the samples. Keeping these points in mind, the present review has been 
divided into the following five sections. 
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EPR signals in high-Tc superconductors, EPR studies of oxygen-
deficient compounds, EPR in the parent and related systems of HTSC, experi-
mental evidences suggesting the extrinsic origin of observed signals m HTSC 
and theoretical explanations of EPR absence in the high-Tc superconducting 
materials 
2.2. EPR SIGNALS IN HIGH-Tc SUPERCONDUCTORS 
Uptill now, the widely recognized high-Tc superconductors are divided 
mainly into five categories as La-M-Cu-0 (M = Ba, Sr and Ca), R-M-Cu-0 
(R=Y and rare earths), Bi-Sr-Ca-0, Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-0, and Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 
systems Cu^ ^ ions is the signal giving species m all these compounds but 
appears in different manifestations The EPR smgals observed m these com-
pounds have been attributed by various workers to different origins 
2.2.1 Isolated Cu^^ Ions 
In a large number of EPR investigations on the different HTSC com-
pounds, specturm from an isolated Cu^" ions was observed [10-29] Few studies 
were carried m crystalline forms 
Durny et al [27] suggest that Cu^* exists only in the non-superconduct-
ing parts of the sample In the rest of the sample the atoms have fluctuating 
valence bond Shaltiel et al [38] have reported the EPR spectrum of 123-
compound, which have Dysonian line shape and hence indicate semiconduct-
ing behaviour The EPR of Ag, Eu, and Gd doped superconductors have been 
reported by Lue [30,31 ], but in these samples the signals are believed to arise 
from Cu^* which have dx -^y^ as the ground state 
In many other cases, the observed signals were found to show consid-
erable changes m intensity and other EPR parametres at Tc and so these singals 
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singals [11,12,18.22] were interpreted as directly related to the superconduc-
tivity. Some workers [32,33] have explained the observed EPR signals in the 
g « 2 region owing to the presence of high spin trivalent [33] and low spin 
tetravalent [32] copper ions. 
2.2.2 Short Range Ordering Effects 
It was found that mostly, the parent systems of high-Tc superconductors 
are antiferromagents. Many authors attribute the origin of the observed 
signals to short range magnetic ordering effected due to hole doping which 
reduces the long range antiferromagnetic order. In many EPR studies, the 
observed singal displayed anomalously large g-shift, intensity variation and line 
broadening effects below Tc [16,34,38]. These effects were explained due to 
the presence of low dimensional AF short range order of Cu^ "^  spins [39]. 
2.2.3 Exchange Coupled Copper Pairs 
All of these HTSC materials have at least two different Cu sites per unit 
cell; it is assumed that exhange interaction may couple these ions as they are 
supposed to be close enough. If the exchange energy is higher than the Zeeman 
and hyperfme energies, only a single exhange narrowed resonance line for all 
the different interacting Cu^ ^ ions will be expected. Many groups [40,41 ] have 
attributed the observed EPR singal to exchange coupled Cu^ ^ ions pairs with 
resultant etectronic spin S=l. 
2.2.4 Spin Glass State Behaviour 
Several workers explained the behaviour of the observed EPR signals 
due to spin glass phase [42-45]. Kanoda et al. [46] and Oseroff et al [36] have 
observed such an EPR signal below 40k in the RBa^ CUjO^ ^ system. 
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2.2.5 Conduction Electron Spin Resonance (CESR) 
Many workers [47-51 ] considered the observed EPR signals from these 
HTSC materials in terms of conduction electron spin resonence. Lue and Wu 
[50] have attributed the observed signal due to CESR in YBajCUjO,^ system 
above Tc. 
Shaltiel et al. [49] have discussed the observation of CESR in Bi-Ca-Sr-
Cu-0 family of superconductors. 
2.3 EPR STUDIES OF OXYGEN - DEFICIENT COMPOUNDS 
Many workers reported that deoxygenated compounds give EPR spectra. 
LajCuO^ has been reported to be EPR silent [7,52,53]; on deoxygenation 
LajCuO^ was found to give EPR spectra [54]. Mesquita et al. [55] have 
reported a clear increase of EPR line intensity on the degree of deoxygenation 
of samples. Based on this, he suggested that removal of oxygen produces more 
Cu^ * ions. N. Guskos et al. [56] reported that the evolution of the EPR spectrum 
is most likely related to change in the oxygen ordering in the disordred part and 
not to the formation of another compound [55]. For non- oxygenated samples 
the Cu "^ spectrum is observed down to 30-40k. CuO is found to show large 
tendency to become oxygen - deficient [56-59]. In this oxygen deficient CuO, 
Cu "^ - monomers, dimers (S=l) and tetramers (S=2) were detected [58]. 
2.4 EPR IN THE PARENT AND RELATED SYSTEMS OF HIGH-
Tc SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOUNDS 
Many groups have suggested that any observed EPR spectrum from 
HTSC materials actually comes due to the presence of other related or parent 
phases; To clarify this point, it was essential to have a deeper knowledge of the 
EPR properties of these related systems. Here, the results of EPR studies 
carried out in various parent and related compounds are discussed: 
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2.4.1 Cupric Oxide (CuO) 
In recent years, studies on cupric oxide received a renewed interest due 
to its close relationship with the high-Tc cuprate superconductor. It is, one of 
the essential starting materials for all high-Tc oxides. Several workers [60-66] 
reported this compound to be EPR silent at all the temperatures studied. It has 
been suggested [61-63,65,66] that a proper understanding of this unusual 
silence of CuO may lead to better understanding of the high-Tc superconduc-
tors. Various magnetic studies [67-70] showed that this compound is antifer-
romagnetic (AF) at lower temperature with two magnetic transition at 213K 
and 230K, above which it is supposed to be in the paramagnetic state. Several 
magnetic studies indicated the presence of strong short range magnetic order 
upto 800K [71-73]. Several workers [61,63,74] could not observe EPR signal 
from CuO. In few cases [60,75,76], a very weak signal was observed, which was 
considered to be due to some impurity. Kindo et al. [77] observed a very broad 
signal at g»2 region. However, recently strong EPR signals were observed by 
the workers [58] on CuO sample after annealing at higher temperatures. In the 
oxygen deficient CuO, EPR spectra due to Cu^ monomers, dimers and tetram-
ers were observed. The S= 1 dimers and S=2 tetramers were characterized by the 
presence of 7-components [Fig. 2.1] and 13-components [Fig. 2.2]hyperfine 
structure respectively. 
2.4.2 M-Cu-O System (M=Ba, Sr, Ca, Bi) 
In this series, among the various phases of Ba-Cu-0 system^BaCuO^ was 
found to be more studied. This compound was found as an impurity phase in 
the superconducting sample, so it has been studied widely [78-81]. In the 
literature, it was found that EPR results reported from BaCu02 ^^^^ *1****^  
different. Some workers [78-82], reported a very broad signal, while some 
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Others reported a sharp line with an anisotropic g-factor. The broad signal was 
attributed (78,79]] to the presence of ferromagnetic behaviour in this com-
pound. In the temperature variation EPR studies of BaCuO^, the broad signal 
[79,82] showed»the changes in the resonance field and line width, while sharp 
line did not show any change with temperature. N. Guskos et al.[56] observed 
an intense exchange-narrowed EPR line in oxygenated and non-oxygenated 
phases, which is ascribed to the copper clusters. At low temperature [56], the 
divergent behaviour of EPR parameters indicates that antiferromagnetic 
ordering may occur. Recently, in EPR studies of BaCuO^ by some workers 
[58], spectrum consisting of 8-lines [Fig. 2.3] was observed, which is ascribed 
to the S=2 copper tetramers formed by the cyclic ferromagnetic exchange 
interaction between four adjacent copper spins, mediated by intervening 
oxygen ions. 
Two other barium cuprates, BajCu03 and Ba^CUjOj ^ have also been 
reported from structural studies [83-86], but we did not find any detailed EPR 
study on these two compounds in literature. EPR on SrCuO^ and Sr^CuOj [91-
93] have been tried in the submillimeter wave region but no resonance 
absorption has been observed. Magnetic susceptibility of SrCuO^ and Sr^CuOj, 
which is ver>' small (^ 10*'' emu/mol) has been measured by Sreedhar and 
Ganguly [87]. Very small magnetic susceptibility has been observed in the 
related compound Ca^CuOj [87-91]. This very small value of magnetic 
susceptibility explains why EPR signals of SrCuO^, Sr^CuO^ and Ca^CuOj are 
not observed [92]. But Tagaya [92] reported a strong EPR signal from 
Ca^CuOj. In the case of M-(M) - Cu-0, no detailed EPR studies have been 
found except in the case of Sr^ ^^  Ca^^CuOj [93]. In this compound a signal at 
g'z 2.18 with 7-lines (hyperfine structure) was observed, which is attributed to 
the S=l species. 
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In the Bi-Cu-0 system, Bi^ CuO^ has been studied by several groups [87-
89]. H. Ohta et al. [94] observed paramagnetic resonance in single crystal of 
BijCuO^ at temperature from 4.2K to 265K. In the paramagnetic state (T,^  = 
42K) g-values have been determined to be g,, = 2.26 ± 0.01 and g^  = 2.04 ± 
0.01. In the temperature variation study [95] on the single crystal, critical 
broadening of the EPR line width was seen near the Neel temperature (Tj^ ). 
2.4.3 R-Cu-O System (R= Y and rare earths) 
In this series, compounds of the formula RjCuO^ have been found to be 
more EPR studied. In a large number of studies [61, 63, 78, 96, 97], no EPR 
spectrum was observed in La^CuO^ compound. The absence of EPR signal in 
this compound was explained by several workers [63,98,99] in terms of large 
spin correlation length present even above T^. The EPR behaviour of several 
2D antiferromagnets has been studied by several workers [100-102] in most of 
which a clear EPR signal was observed only at temperatures well above 2 T^ ,. To 
clarify this, many groups [61.63,103] have extended the EPR studies to tem-
perature abvoe 2 T^ [=500K], and very recently upto 1150K [ 104], but in all the 
cases, no EPR signal was detected. Lazuta et al [99] reported that the absence 
of EPR signal in LajCuO^ is due to the oxygen non-stoichiometry and argued 
that EPR signal may be obtained with a minimum line width at 2 T .^. Simon et al. 
[104] reported the complete EPR silence in LaXuO^ in the temperature range 
260-320K. Several workers [105-108] have suggested the possible presence of 
spin glass phase in La^CuO .^ Recently, some workers [54] reported the EPR 
signal in this compound only after deoxygenation, which is attributed to the 
copper tetramers. Stepanov et al. [ 110] reported the low temperature magnetic 
resonance measurement of GdjCuO^ single cr>'stal and the spectrum is assigned 
to Cu "^ ions. EPR study of Fe^" ions doped in Laj^Sr^CuO^ [111] with various 
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Sr contents [x=0.0 - 0.25] has been carried out. In the high-temperature region 
the EPR linewidth was determined by the Korringa relaxation, and by extracting 
the Koringa contribution they calculated a dependence of density of States N^ 
on X. Mehran et al. [ 112] have reported the EPR study of a compound La^CuOj^ 
[113,114], when 8=0. No signal was observed, which is attributed to the 
possibility of copper being in S=0 state. When 6 increases above zero, a strong 
signal was observed with g =2.65 and g=1.91 at 433K. In mixed versions of 
R-(R)-Cu-0, G.B. Martins etal.[115] reported EPR signal of Gd'" and Er^ ^ in 
doped single crystal of Prj^ ^Ce^ CuO^ (0<x<0.15)at liquid helium temperature 
which shows crystal-field (CF) effects corresponding to a C^ ^ point group 
symmetry. 
RjCUjOj (R=Y and rare earths) are another well established series of 
compounds in the R-Cu-0 system. Among them. Y^Cu^Oj, which is the so-
called blue-green phase and is the well-known impurity phase of the high-Tc 
superconductor YBajCUjO^g, is one of the most interesting materials. The 
crystal structure of Y^ CUjO^  belongs to the orthorhombic system. In the EPR 
study of YjCUjO i^ 116] a single broad isotropic signal atg=2.108 ±0.003 and 
App = 640 G was observed. Also, other workers [60,83,87] reported the similar 
type of EPR signals in this compound. S. Kimura et al. [117] reported the 
temperature dependences of EPR absorption lines of Y^CUjO a^nd In jCu^O,. In 
both cases the EPR absorption lines become broader as the temperature is 
decreased and then change to AFMR absorption line below T^ .. 
2.4.4 R-M-Cu-O System 
Several workers [78,118] found that copper is EPR silent in the 
doped La2.^ M^Cu04.5(M=Ba, Ca and Sr) system also, which is attributed to 
the presence of strong short range antiferromagnetic interactions [63,98,99]. 
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Many workers [21,119] studied the EPR behaviour of Zn - doped La - based 
system, such as La, gSr^^Cu, yZn^O^ i^n which EPR signal was observed 
with large variation in g-value, line \ndih and intensity with temperature. 
Several workers [44,97] have reported he EPR spectrum of Cu^" at g-s 2 from 
La^^Sr^CuO^ with varying oxygen cont( nt. The EPR spectrum [120] observed 
from the compound La^BajCUjOj^  showsj 
The variation of the g-values and line 
a ferromagnetic transition at about 5K. 
[width of the EPR signals showed the 
characteristic behaviour of the ferromjagnetic exchange at low temperature 
[120]. 
Among the Y-Ba-Cu-0 system dnd its rare earth subtituted R-Ba-Cu-0 
derivatives, R.BaCuO, (R=Y and rare e irths) was found to be most well estab-
lished phase [60]. Several workers [60 
Y^BaCuO,. In many temperature variatjon studies, a peak in the intensity, line 
width, and g-value of the EPR signal was bbservedin the range 30-50K [ 128,129], 
which was attributed to the antiferromagnetic transition in this compound. In 
the EPR studies on Gd^BaCuO,, no Cu^  
a strong, very broad Gd-^ ^ EPR signal [ 1 
121-127] observed EPR spectrum in 
signal was observed separately due to 
3,128]. Koksharo et al. [ 123] observed 
Cu-" EPR signal in R^BaCuOj (R=Y, Sni, Eu, Gd, Ho etc ) at room temperature 
only when R^ * is non-magnetic. EPR w is applied to Y^BaCuO^ material by K. 
Sugawara et al. [130] for the quantitati k'e measurement of the compound dis-
persed in melt-powder-melt-growth Y-E a-Cu-0 superconductor and heat-treat-
ment dependence of this compound in Y, 2^ Ba2^ ^Cu,^ 0^^  (0.1 < n < 0.4). For 
RBa^CUjO, g with 5 = 1, the compound is antiferromagnetic [ 131 ] at RT and no 
Cu^ * EPR signal was observed from this phase [132,133]. When the oxygen 
content increases above 6, a Cu^' EPR signal was observed in the tetragonal 
phase by several workers [133-135]. Owen et al. [ 133] reported an EPR signal 
from the non-HTSC YBa^CUjO^ ,5 phase. For the signals observed from the 
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oxygen deficient YBa^ Cu^ O^^ ^ samples, large variation of resonance field, line 
width and intensity with temperature are also reported [133,135]. 
J. SichclSchmidt et al.[136] observed the Cu-EPR signal in the single 
crystalline materials of YBa^ CUjO^ gin the narrow oxygen concentration range 
0.7 < 6 < 0.9 and for temperature 80K < T < 200K, arising from the Cu^* ions 
located in -Cu-O-Cu- chain fragments. Some workers [137] observed a new 
EPR spectrum in YBCO single crystals doped by AP" ions. The spectrum was 
assigned to trivalent Cu^ ^ (S= 1) ions in Cu( 1) position. The theoretical consid-
eration and numerical estimation carried out showed that the ground state of 
Cu "^ ions in the YBCO system might be a triplet and thus, the possibility of the 
observation of its EPR spectrum has been confirmed. 
Guskos et al. [134,138] observed the EPR signal below 30K from 
tetragonal non-HTSC GdBa.CUjO^^ g samples. The signal was attributed to 
exchange coupled Cu^' pairs with electronic spin S=l. N. Guskos etal. [139] 
reported the EPR spectra of Gd^  ^ RE^ , jBajCu30, g (RE=La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, 
Dy, Ho, Y, Er, Tm, Yb and Lu) in tetragonal (non-HTSC) phase in the 
temperture range 3 to 40K. The observed signal was attributed to the isotropic 
exchange interaction of coupled pairs of Cu^' ions. Powdered samples of Pr^  ^ 
RE(j J Baj CUj Og,^  compounds (RE= Yb. Ho. Tm, Er and Y) were investigated 
[140] by EPR in the range 2.8 - 20K. EPR spectra of these materials in 
tetragonal phase, arising from the exchange interaction of coupled pairs of 
divalent copper ions and Cu^' in tetragonal local crystal field symmetry were 
recorded. 
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2.5 THE EXTRINSIC ORIGIN OF Cu^" EPR IN HIGH-Tc 
SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOUNDS 
In a large number of EPR investigations of HTSC-systems 
[78,96,118,133,141-147], absence of Cu^ ^ EPR signals were reported. In this 
section, we discuss the experimental evidence projected by various workers 
about the extrinsic origin of any observed EPR signal from high-Tc supercon-
ducting materials. 
2.5.1 Detection of EPR Active Impurity Phases 
Several workers [83,60,80-82] compared the characteristic parameters 
of the EPR signals obtained in the HTSC sample with their related compounds 
to ascertain whether observed signals are due to presence of impurity phases. 
Comparing the g-values, line width and intensity of the signals and their 
temperature variation with that of parent compounds, it was concluded that the 
signals are actually originating from the non-HTSC impurity phases. Most 
common impurity phases are R^BaCuO, [36,46,83], BaCuOj [46,62] and 
Y^CuPj [60,83]. Yu et al. [82] studied the EPR spectrum of BaCuO^, Y^Cu^Oj 
and YjBaCuOj at temperatures between 3.6K - 300K. The observed spectra 
were quite similar to that reported in the HTSC compounds. Similarly, Jones 
et al. [83] reported the EPR spectra of the various constituent phases in the 
Y^Oj-BaO-CuO system and compared the results obtained from HTSC 
YBajCUjO^g sample. The EPR study suggests that any EPR spectrum ob-
served in YBajCUjO^g arises from the impurity phases. Similar results were 
reported from a number of studies [60,75,80.82]. Tagaya et al. [92] reported 
the EPR signal from Bi(Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 HTSC compound to be originating 
from the presence of Ca^CuOj formed during the sample preparation. An EPR 
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signal previously reported [95] from a Bi-HTSC sample is also claimed to be 
due to impurity phase [148,149] 
2.5.2 Mechanical Processing And Annealing Effects 
Some workers [150,151] showed the appearance or disappearance of 
Cu^ EPR signal in YBajCu^O, g, which is attributed to the effect of mechanical 
processing. Stankowski et al. [ 151 ] observed that while a pressed pellet of the 
specimen exhibited complete EPR silence but after powdering, a clear spec-
trum was observed. Several workers [18,24,133,135,147,151-153] have tried 
to explain the possible origin of the observed signal in HTSC sample with 
varying oxygen contents attained by annealing process. Romanyakha et al. [ 135] 
investigated a large number of compounds of the form YBa^Cu^O^g and 
YBa^CCu, ^FeJjO^g, with different oxygen contents and found interesting, 
dependence of the EPR behaviour of the sample on oxygen content. 
2.5.3 Atmospheric Degradation Effects 
Tyagi et al. [154] could not observe any signal from a freshly prepared 
YBa^Cu,^ ^ sample, but when this sample was left m the atmosphere for five 
days, a clean EPR signal was observed. The signal of this sample recorded after 
cleaning the sample, again disappeared, while powder removed from the 
surface showed same signal as observed from the bulk piece This is explained 
that the observed signal is arising from impurity phases formed due to 
atmospheric degradation. Similar effects have also been reported by several 
workers [80,81,155,85,153,156,157]. 
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2.6 THEORETICAL EXPLANATION OF THE EPR ABSENCE IN 
HIGH-Tc MATERIALS 
Copper containing compounds were investigated from the very early ages 
of EPR spectroscopy. The total absence of EPR signal from high-Tc materials 
becomes one of the most intriguing and puzzling problem in this field. In this 
section we discuss the various important explanations suggested for the EPR 
silence of HTSC. 
2.6.1 Skin Effect 
According to this effect, the volume of the sample which could be 
penetrated by the microwave radiation decreases with increasing electrical 
conductivity. Several workers[|o, 11,134,138] explained the EPR behaviour of 
a large number of compounds by fitting the observed variation of the EPR signal 
intensity and electrical conductivit>' using the relation suggested by Godlewski 
etal.[158]. 
I _2 exp(-w) + (1 -exp(-2w))/w 
I'o' " Yr"exp(-2))" 
where w=d/s, d is the thickness of the sample and s = (2/\i^v a ) ' ^ is skin depth, 
v is the microwave frequency and a is the electrical conductivity. 
The failure of EPR signal from HTSC sample may be either due to small 
mass of the single crystal or the high electrical conductivity of the sample 
which prevents the microwave from penetrating the whole sample [ 10,19], but 
this suggestion was strongly contradicted by a number of researchers [80,133, 
146,159,160,161]; because no EPR could be detected even when they experi-
mented with samples of dimensions much less than skin depth calculated by 
using the conductivity data. F Homi et al. [162] observed the EPR spectra in 
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YjBaCuOj powder sample and EPR spectra strongly decreased in the bulk 
materials due to the skin effect. 
2.6.2 Non-Magnetic line broadening models: 
Bowden et al. [60] explained the absence of Cu^ "^  in the HTSC materials 
on the basis of line broadening due to itinerant nature of the conduction band 
electrons in the metallic state, which was supported later theoretically by 
several workers [87,163]. Elliot [164] studied spin - relaxation in metals and 
considered that electron relaxation occurs through the combined effects of 
resistivity scattering via electron phonon interaction and spin-orbit 
interaction. 
It was seen that while many related non-superconducting phases such as 
BaCuOj, YjBaCuOj, Y^CUjOj etc. show strong EPR signals due to Cu^', the same 
is absent in the corresponding superconducting phase. Jones et al. [83] argued 
that the fundamental qualitative behaviour that sets the metallic HTSC phases 
from their non-metallic related compounds is the delocalized nature of the d-
electrons. The spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation associated with these 
itinerant d-electrons in metallic HTSC samples is arising from the scattering 
of these high velocity electrons by lattice phonons. Thus, they suggesed that 
the EPR of metallic HTSC samples would be difficult to observe at room 
temperature owing to the rapid spin-relaxation expected for conduction 
electrons at high temperatures. Here, instead of a localized Cu^" signal, they 
suggested that a conduction electron spin resonance (CESR) may be the most 
probable to be detected. 
Enz [8] considered that there are two types of carriers in these materials 
as Cu-holes and 0-holes, which interact through s-d type coupling. The main 
contribution to the s-d type coupling comes from the spin flip term. Using the 
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reported data [165] of resistivity of the high-Tc materials, the spin flip relax-
ation time was estimated, to be proportional to T ^ and its value is four orders 
of magnitude shorter than the EPR period for which no signal can be detected 
near RT. Mehran et al. [23,128] suggested the possibility of a Kondo compen-
sation related to the Jahn-Teller effect which may be the cause of EPR silence 
of cuprate high-Tc superconductors. 
2.6.3 Copper Valence States 
Some workers [ 154,155,161,166] explained the EPR signal of copper in 
HTSC materials in terms of valence state of copper. They argued that copper in 
HTSC phase may be occurring in the Cu"' or Cu'^ states. Zuotao [167] 
considered that in these compounds there exists a resonance between Cu^' and 
Cu^ * through the oxygen bridges. Hence no EPR signal can be observed. 
2.6.4 RVB Mechanism and Anyon Explanation 
Anderson [168,169] suggested that a system with large quantum spin 
fluctuations arising from low dimensionality or frustration may not undergo a 
spontaneous symmetry breaking and the conventional long range AF ordering. 
Instead, it may remain as a special paramagnet, more specifically, as a liquid of 
singlet pairs. These pairs will resonate among various singlet configuration and 
will form the so-called resonating valence bond (RVB) state. In such a state, 
since the spin pairs remain in the singlet (S=0) state, no EPR signal can be 
observed. This explanation was evoked by a large number of researchers 
[60,61,154,170,171] to explain the EPRsilence of Cu^" in HTSC. Oseroffetal. 
[ 103] and Mehran et al. [63] made an unsuccessful attempt to detect such an S= 1 
EPR spectrum from HTSC and their related compound such as CuO, La^CuO , 
YBa^ CUjOg etc. upto temperature of 570°K. They explained this silence as due 
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to the strong exchange interaction rendering the triplet (S=l) state accessible 
only at high temperature. 
Mehran et al. [172] suggested that spin 1/2 entities present in HTSC 
system are not fermions, but they are anyons in a chiral spin liquid state 
[173,174], and they would not obey time-reversal symmetry and so they would 
not show Kramers degeneracy. For non-Kramer degenerate centres, splitting 
due to the local random fields, which vary from site to site, will cause the 
extensive broadening of the EPR line and are therefore not generally detectable. 
Even the temperature at which the chiral spin liquid state sets in is not known 
exactly. Any on theory [173,174] suggests that this would be of the order of 
exchange interaction parameters J = 1000-1500K. But Simon et al. [94] re-
ported non-observability of any EPR signal from La^CuO^ even upto 1150K, 
which is also quite close to the exchange energy equivalent. 
2.6.5 Magnetic Fluctuation Models 
Fluctuating two dimensional antiferromagnetic spin correlations in the 
CuOj planes have been reported to exist upto much higher temperature in 
superconductivity' and their insulating antiferromagnetic related systems. 
From the various studies of La^CuO^ [3,105] it was seen that the instantaneous 
2D spin correlation length exceeds 200 A° with an exchange constant of the 
order of 1500K. and the spin correlation length changes from 1000 A° to30A° 
as the temperature was raised from 200K to 525K. Chattopadhyay et al.[ 175,176] 
reported the existence of large spin correlation length in CuO of the range 200-
700 A" above T .^. Assuming these observations, Mehran and Anderson [68] 
initially attempted to explain the EPR silence of Cu^ ^ in HTSC and their related 
compounds in terms of the large EPR line width due to the very large spin 
correlation and length. They obtained a linear dependence ^a, where ^ is the 
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temperature dependent spin correlation length, a is the spin-spin nearest 
neighbour distance. Chakravarty and Orbach [98] theoretically explained the 
EPR line width using a nearly (^a) ' dependence and have obtained a value of 
100 kilo - gauss at 400K, 34 K gauss at 450K and 13 K gauss at 500K. They 
argued that while the enormous line width may make any EPR signal undetect-
able at and near RT, the spectrum may be observable at temperature above 500K. 
Lazuta [99] calculated the line width for La^CuO^ single crystal (T^ ^ = 250K) to 
be 2.8 kilo - gauss at 300K and 0.6 kilo - gauss at 400K, which should be easily 
observable. But according to Mehran etal. [61,63] andOseroff etal. [103], no 
EPR signal was observed from all these systems even upto 570K. Lazuta 
explained their absence of the EPR signal due to non-stoichiometry of the 
sample. He further predicted that the EPR signals may be observable if experi-
mented with high purity stoichiometric La^CuO^ with T^ . = 300 - 330K. Due to 
the seemingly difficult possibilities of getting any verification of these theo-
retical predictions from the complicated cuprate systems, Castner and Seehra 
[ 177] studied the validity of these models using the experimentdj^ data obtained 
from a well known antiferromagnetic 2D spin 1/2 copper compound 
Cu(HCOO)2.4H20 in the critical region. They found that the EPR line width 
shows a linear temperature dependence between 2T .^ to 20 T^ (where T^ = 17K). 
From a comparison between the theoretical values of EPR line width (AHc) in 
the critical region employing ( ^ /a), ( £/a)^ and ( ^ /aY dependence plus that 
obtained using Chakravarty and Orbach's expression [59 ] [between (^/a)^ and 
( ^a)^] with the experimentally obtained data, the (^a)^ dependence of line 
width was found to be in agreement with experimental data(Fig.2.4). 
All the models explaining the Cu^" EPR silence in terms of the large line 
width due to the presence of temperature dependent spin correlation length 
indeed furnishes an estimated value of few hundred gauss for the line width at 
0-60 
N/T 
0-65 
Fig. 2.4 Calculated expressions for EPR Line width dependence on 
( <t,/a)'> [n =1,2 and 3] and the Chakravarty - Orbach 
expression versus T^/T compared with the experimental 
data for Cu(HCOO) .4H O along b-axis (Ref.7). 
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temperature near lOOOK. In such a case, one expects a very intense signal, 
clearly detectable using standard EPR set up. But the recent report by Simon 
et al. [104] about the absence of any divalent copper EPR signal even upto 
1150K in La^CuO ,^ with T^ varying over a large range, strongly contradicts all 
these existing magnetic fluctuation models. 
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CHAPTER - 3 
EPR STUDY OF CuO-CaO SYSTEM 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
After the discovery of high -Tc superconductors in 1986, there has been 
a flurry of activit y in this field - both on the theoretical and experimental 
sides. But still the mechanism of high - Tc superconductivity is not clear. 
It has been nearly established by now that complete superconductors are 
EPR silent [1-5] and hence we started studying the EPR spectra of CuO and its 
binary and ternary combination with other parent compounds with the hope that 
the evolution of signals in these combination and its ultimate disappearance in 
the case of formation of complete superconductors may provide some clue as 
to the mechanism of superconductivity. Copper ions in these compounds have 
been found to exist in the divalent form [6-10] and is expected to be a good 
candidate for EPR studies. 
Our work is a continuation of earlier work done in this laboratory by 
some other workers on CuO and CuO - BaO system. For the sake of continuity 
and comparison we will summari£,e the main results obtained in CuO and 
CuO - BaO systems. 
CuO has been reported to be EPR silent [11-18]. But on calcination, 
EPR signal from CuO has been recorded. The method of calcination was that 
CuO was calcined at different temperatures 100°C, 200°C, 300°C 900°C 
(in steps of 100°C) and at 950°C (the temperature of preparation of the 123-
superconductor), each time for 24 hours with one intermediate grading. The 
EPR spectra were recorded after cooling from each calcination temperature. 
Below the calcination temperature of 500°C, no EPR spectra could be 
recorded. At the calcination temperature of 500°C, the spectrum appeared for 
the first time in the form of a broad weak low field signal and a sharp weak high 
field signal. As the calcination temperature was increased, both gained 
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intensity and the low field signal gradually shifted upfield and finally merged 
with the high field signal. 
It was conjectured that as CuO is being heated, the Cu-0 network starts 
rupturing. The ver> big fragments were still unable to give EPR signal due to 
the antiferromagnetic coupling, the intermediate ones could give broad low 
field signal due to reduced correlation length and those which were separated 
as monomers gave the sharp signal in the region of gs2. At the calcination 
temperature of 900-950°C, very interesting types of spectra were observed. A 
signal in the region of g»2 could show splitting into 13 - lines. It could be 
explained only by assuming that 4 CuO units gets coupled together by 
superexchange interaction [19-22] and produce a system with total electronic 
spin S = 2 and the total nuclear spin I = 6; individual Cu^' has electronic spin 
Cu- 0 - Cu 
= 1/2 and nuclear spin = 3/2. A structure of the t>'pe ' ' was assumed. 
Cu- 0 - Cu 
In some cases, signals with 7 - components (g~ 3) were also observed 
which was attributed to CuO dimers with total electronic spin S - 1 and the 
total nuclear spin 1 = 3. While heating, the CuO has been found to loose weight 
and it is thought that oxygen gets evaporated from the substance which is 
responsible to the fragmentation of the Cu-0 network. 
In CuO- BaO system, the ingredients were taken in the proper ratio to 
form BaCuOj (because this is the one combination of CuO-BaO that is paramag-
netic) and they were reacted at temperature 100°C. 200°C 900°C, 950°C. 
The first appearance of the signal in this case was at 300°c, which is much 
earlier to that obtained in CuO (i.e., 500°C). It was thought that on heating, 
BaO gets interspersed in CuO network and the spin correlation length is reduced 
so that the signal appears earlier. The nature of the spectra remains nearly the 
same as the CuO - i.e., two signals, one broad and one sharp and finally merging 
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together in the region of g?i2. 
At the reaction temperature of 900°C - 950°C again very interesting 
spectrum was observed. Eight lines could be recorded in the low field region 
(300 gauss - 1800 gauss) which could be divided into two sets of 4 each 
depending upon the shape and intensity of signals. The spacing between the 
lines of each set was so great that it could not be attributed to the hyperfine 
splittingofCu^^ ( which is expected to give 4 hyperfine components due to 
I = 3/2 but in the region g*2). They were attributed to fine structure of S = 2 
system obtained by the tetramerisation of CuO due to ferromagnetic coupling 
of Cu^" spins. And there were probably two types of Cu-tetramers produced. 
In all those experiments there was enough reproducibility but not cent-
per-cent. Different portions of the sample from the same batch of preparation 
could not give the same spectra. It was thought that when (CuO)^ entities get 
detached from the Cu-0 network and are magnetically isolated from the bulk, 
are able to yield EPR spectra. The loss of oxygen ions on heating and 
subsequent isolation of (CuO)^ entities seem to be a statistical process and 
hence lack of cent-per-cent reproducibility. 
In this chapter, we report the results of our detailed investigation 
performed in CuO - CaO system. In this system CaCuO^ has been found to be 
EPR active. The crystal structure of CaCuO^ [23,24] is orthorhombic; space 
group Fmmm and cell parameters; a = 6.3206 A°. b = 2.8067 A°, and c = 
10.5735 A°. The CaCuO^ structure is shown in Fig. 3.1. This structure is 
composedof chains of edge shared CuO^ units along b - axis and perpendicular 
to the a - axis the Ca ions lie between the chains (perpendicular to a - axis) in 
a site that is 85% occupied [23]. The partially ordered site results in an 
incommensurate lattice. The Cu-0 distances are 1.937 A° and Ca-0 distances 
are 2.37A°. This phase is insulating which indicates antiferromagnetic behavior 
Fig 3.1 Orthorhombic cell of CaCuO iRef«24) 
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as Cu has the +2 valence. Its structure is related to other copper-oxide based 
superconducting [25] or non-superconducting compound [26]. 
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
High purity samples of CaCOj (s.d. fine, India, 99.99%) and 
CuC03.Cu(OH)2.H20 (s.d. fine, India, 99.90%) were taken in the proper ratio 
to form CaCuOj. The ingredients were intimately mixed together by grinding 
for long time in a agate pastel and mortar and then reacted at different 
temperatures of 100°C, 200°C, 300°C 900°C, each time for 24 hours with 
one intermediate grinding. The EPR spectra were recorded after furnace 
cooling from each reaction temperature. X-ray diffraction pattern was re-
corded after reaction at 500°C and 900°C. The spectra described herein were 
obtained in as prepared and in deoxygenated samples of CaCuO^. The 
reduction of oxygen was achieved by fast quenching in liquid nitrogen 
temperature or by dynamic evacuation at elevated temperatures. The loss of 
oxygen content was determined by measuring the loss of the weight of the 
sample, attributing the loss to the oxygen loss. It was estimated that the loss of 
oxygen content varied from 2-4%. After deoxygenation, no change in XRD was 
observed. 
EPR spectra were recorded at room temperature on X-band ESR spec-
trometer [ RE2X-JE0L, Japan] with 100 KHz field modulation, and XRD 
pattern on Phillips PW 1140/09 using monochromatised CuKa radiation. In 
some cases, very small grains were required to be studied and it was difficult 
to handle them in angular variation studies and so they were embedded in wax 
(diamagnetic) and cut into the convenient size so that they could be handled 
easily. 
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Uplo the reaction temperature of 800°C, the spectra obtained were 
similar to those obtained in the case of CuO or BaCuOj described earlier i.e., 
a low field broad signal and a high field sharp signal. The spectra after reaction 
temperatures of 300°C - 800°C are shown in the Fig. 3.2. Here also the first 
appearance of the signal came at 300°C, much before that obtained in CuO but 
at the same temperature as seen in BaCuOj. The earlier appearance of the 
signal in comparison to CuO may be ascribed to the dilution effect, i.e., the 
Cu-0 network gets interspersed with CaO and thus reducing the spin correlation 
length. The XRD [Fig. 3.3] after 500°C of reaction temperature only shows 
lines due to CuO and CaO showing that no chemical reaction has taken place 
as yet. 
After the reaction temperature of 875°C - 900°C, the EPR spectra were 
very complicated and showed angular variation, though the sample was in the 
powdered form. XRD of this sample [Fig. 3.4] showed the preponderance of 
lines of CaCuOj (by comparison with the spectra of this compound reported by 
Arjomand [27]). There were some changes in the relative intensities of line 
from the standard compound possibily due to the overlapping of line from 
Ca^CuOj [28], which might persist in small proportion. However, Ca^CuOj is 
EPR silent [29, 30] and will not disturb the EPR spectra. 
In addition to the above complication of getting anisotropic spectra from 
the powdered specimen there was the problem of the lack of reproducibility. 
All the batches of preparation did not give spectra. Even in one batch of 
preparation, different portions gave different types of spectra. However the 
reproducibility improved, when the samples were quenched from the final 
temperature of preparation (875°C - 900°C) to liquid nitrogen temperature but 
other complications persisted. 
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It was thought that in the powder samples, there were small crystallites 
present which were actually giving spectra and the rest of the materials did not 
give any spectra. As the crystallites may remain in different orientations and 
corresponding to each orientation there may be signals at different values of 
magnetic field, which finally may make the spectrum unduly complex. To 
avoid this very small grains of the material (size of 100 - 200 microns) which 
were capable of giving spectra were chosen and embedded in wax which was 
cut in rectangular blocks of convenient size which could be handled easily in 
the angular variation studies. The spectra were simplified but not very much. 
During angular variation studies, there was much shift in the position of lines, 
much overlapping and great variation in the intensity, width and shape of the 
lines. After repeated experimentation, 4 sets of 4-lines each [Fig. 3.5] could be 
identified. Two sets of 4-lines could be followed through and the angular 
variation of these two sets have been plotted in the Figs. 3.6 & 3.7. The 
rectangular blocks of wax (diamagnetic) containing the grains of the sample 
were oriented along different directions in the magnetic field and the direction 
giving the spectrum of maximum spread was taken to be the Z-axis of the 
crystallite and the X and Y-axes were identified by monitoring the spectra in 
different planes. 
In an EPR spectrum arising from Cu "^ (as this is the only ion in the 
sample capable of giving spectrum) and consisting of 4-lines, it is most natural 
to conclude it to be the hyperfine lines of Cu^*, because Cu^" has nuclear spin 
= 3/2. But the spacing between the lines in each set was so great that never 
hyperfine splitting of this magnitude has been recorded, nor is expected to be 
so high. Therefore the 4-lines in the set were assigned to the fine structure of 
a system with electronic spin S=2, which can be obtained through the 
ferromagnetic coupling of 4 Cu^' ions through superexchange interaction via 
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the intervening oxygen ions. 
The two sets of 4-lines whose angular variation could be plotted were 
analysed by the spin-Hamiltonian proposed in the reference [ 19] for a system of 
4 one-half spin coupled system. The spin-Hamiltonian parameters have been 
calculated. The energy of the transitions from the spin-Hamiltonian are as 
follows: 
Wj > Wj = gP H + 3/2 u + 5/2 V 
W, > Wo = gP H + 1/2 u - 5 V 
W„ > W.i = gP H - 1/2 u + 5 V 
W , > W.2 = gP H - 3/2 u - 5/2 V 
where 
u = D(3 Cos^e - 1) + 3 Cos 2 (|) Sin^G 
and 
V = (1/10 a - 1/2 b)(5 Cos^e + 3-8 Sin^ 29 ) +c Cos2(|) Sin^G 
(7 Cos^e - 1) + (1/2 a + 7/2 b) . Cos 4 ({. . Sin^G. 
where G = polar angle, (j) = azimuthal angle of the magnetic field direction 
with respect to the Z-axis of the magnetic complex. The Hamiltonian param-
eters deduced from the analysis are as follows : 
For the first set : g^ = 4.43J, g^  = 3.743, g^  = 3.715. 
D = 160 Gauss, E = - 40 Gauss, a = - 3 Gauss, 
b = -1 Gauss, and •^  = -20 Gauss. 
And for the second set : g = 3.622, g^  = 2.997, g = 2.885. 
D = 70 Gauss, E = - 15 Gauss, a = -1 Gauss, b = -2 Gauss. 
f: = - 4 Gauss. 
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There are Cu-0 planesin the CaCuO^ and when the substance is heated at 
high temperature for long duration, there is likelihood that some oxygen atoms 
are expelled from the substance or are displaced from their normal positions. 
On prolonged heating of the prepared compounds, always some weight loss has 
been registered amounting to 2-4% which may be attributed to the expulsion of 
oxygen from the sample. In special cases, if all the oxygen ions bonding a 
(CuO)^ unit in the Cu-0 plane are expelled, the (CuO)^ unit may be magnetically 
isolated from the bulk and may be able to give EPR spectrum which otherwise 
would not have given spectrum due to spin correlation with the other ions in the 
bulk. This is why that on quenching the samples from 900°C to liquid nitrogen 
temperature, the chances of getting the spectra or reproducibility is increased, 
because in this case the process of deoxygenation is more effective. 
The occurrence of different species of (CuO)^ entities can be explained 
on the basis of different types of attachment of oxygen ions to the (CuO)^ 
entities: (i) Some (CuO)^ units may be planar without any extra oxygen ions. 
(ii) an apical oxygen may be attached to it (iii) two apical oxygens may be 
attached giving a octahedral configuration (iv) the octahedron may be com-
pressed or elongated or any other type of oxygen attachment. In a few samples, 
the spectra recorded consisted of a strong line with one or two shoulders in the 
low field side and a set of 4-lines [Fig. 3.8]. None of them showed direction 
dependence. The spacing between the lines in this set also was so high that it can 
be attributed to the fine structure of a S=2 system again obtainable from the 
tetramerisation of CuO units. But the special thing about the set was that the 
lines showed hyperfine splitting into 13-components [Fig. 3.9] lending strong 
proof for the formation of Cu-tetramers. But it also shows the existence of 
different species of (CuO)^ entities. The strong line occurring on the low field 
side could not be interpreted because it showed no splitting and no angular 
dependence. 
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As mentioned earlier, the spectrum with 4 sets of 4-lines was quite 
complex, the angular variation of the two sets analysed was not very smooth. An 
explanation has been found in terms of what has been said earlier. Because the 
spectrum has been analysed due to ferromagnetic coupling of 4 Cu '^ spins, the 
effect of ferromagnetic coupling should persist in the spectral features. In 
ferromagnetic materials, there are modification of the applied field due to 
exchange effects, anisotropy effects and demagnetisation fields which bring 
about shift in the position of lines and change the line-width and line-shapes of 
the signals. The effect of ferromagnetic coupling coupled with the usual 
anisotropy effects of the crystallite field may make the angular variation of the 
spectrum quite complicated. But this complexicity goes to support the forma-
tion of 4 spin clusters. 
As has been noted that (CuO)^ entities are formed in all the cases, i.e., 
CuO, BaCuOj and CaCu02, it seems to be of singular stability in parent and 
related compounds of high-Tc superconductors and it may be so in compounds 
of complete superconducting cuprate family. It is just like the role of a -
particles in radioactive decay where due to greater binding energy, only 
a - particles are emitted and not the smaller particles like protons and neutrons. 
In (CuO)^ there are 4 CuO molecules and hence the valency of copper is 
+2, whereas in the 123-superconductors, for example, the average valency of 
copper is 2.3, this may be responsible for the extra stability of (CuO^) clusters. 
But the intriguing question is why the spins of 4 Cu^" ions in (CuO)^ get 
ferromagnetically coupled. The obvious indication is that this entity gets 
isolated from the extended copper-oxygen plane, but it provides no satisfactory 
answer though it has been seen experimentally in many cases as are being 
discussed in this dissertation. It needs rigorous theoretical calculation. Be-
cause of its extensive presence in many compounds related to high-Tc super-
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conductors'the behavior and the properties of (CuO)^ entities may have some 
relationship with the mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity. We will return to 
this discussion later in the thesis. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Among the various binary combinations of CuO and Y^O,; Y^  Cu^O, 
(YjO, + 2 CuO) is the one, which is magnetic and we chose this compound for 
our study. Y^Cu^O, is a semiconductor with high electrical resistivity [1]. 
YjCUjOj is one of the contaminants in the 123-type high-T, superconductors 
[2,3]. For this reason, it is necessary to understand the magnetic properties of 
this compound in order to evaluate the magnetic interaction in the related 90k 
superconductors. Y^Cu^Oj has been studied earlier also by several workers 
[4,5], but the study was not complete. Much more detailed EPR study has been 
carried out here. 
The crystal structure of Y^Cu^Oj is orthorhombic with cell constants 
a= 10.799 A°, b = 3.496 A° andc - 12.456 A° with space group Pna2, [6,7]. Cu^ ^ 
atoms in YjCu^O^ have coordination 4+1. Four oxygen atoms located at distance 
1.9 - 2.1 A° from Cu "^ form a diagonal-broken CuO^ "square". The fifth CuO 
distance is significantly larger (2.7 - 2.9 A°). Two Cu^ ^ are joined together by 
two Cu-O-Cu bridges whose bond angles are close to 90° forming Cu^Og-
dimeric units. 
In the magnetic structure of Y^CUjO ,^ both ferromagnetic and antiferro-
magnetic interactions exist [4,8,9]. In the case of ferromagnetism, magnetic 
moments are aligned along the Cu^O^-dimer chains. These ferromagnetic 
chains order antiferromagnetically at low temperature. 
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
High purity compounds of Y^O, (Sigma, U.S.A., 99.9%) and 
CuCO3.Cu(OH),.H20 (s.d. fine, India, 99.9%) in a proper ratio were used as 
starting materials. The samples were ground and heated successively at 
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different temperatures. 100°C, 200°C, ....900°C (in steps of 100°C) and 950°C 
and 975°C, each time for 24 hours with one intermediate grinding. EPR spectra 
were recorded after each heating. At the calcination temperature of 975°C, the 
monophasic YjCu^Oj was formed because its XRD [Fig. 4.1] was same as 
reported earlier by Qiang Su [10]. When the monophasic Y^Cu^Oj has been 
formed it was deoxygenated by quenching it to LNT from 990°C. The weight 
loss after prolonged heating and subsequent quenching was found to be^ 4%. 
The total weight loss was attributed to the loss of oxygen content. Before and 
after quenching, there was no difference in XRD patterns. Wherever required, 
small grains of the materials (as done earlier) was embedded in wax, cut to 
proper size and used for angular variation study. 
Mostly the spectra were recorded at room temperature on X-band ESR 
spectrometer [RE 2X-JE0L, Japan] and a few at Varian 4502 ESR spectrom-
eter at liquid nitrogen temperature. XRD pattern was recorded on Phillips PW 
1140/09 using monochromatised CuKa radiation. 
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the beginning of the heating cycle, the nature of the spectra of 
CuO-YjOj system was more or less same as obtained in the case of 
CuO-CaO system. The first signal was obtained at the reaction temperature of 
400°C, which is lower than the temperature at which the signal from CuO made 
its first appearance, probably due to magnetic dilution effect. At 400°C of 
reaction temperature, one broad low field signal and the other high field weak 
and sharp signal appeared. As the heating temperature was increased, both of the 
signals gradually gained intensity and the low field signal shifted towards the 
sharp signal (at g»2), and finally at 900°C overlapped the sharp signal. Spectra 
at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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When YjCUjOj was finally prepared at the reaction temperature of 975°C 
and tested by XRD, it practically did not show any EPR spectrum. But when it 
was quenched from 990°C to liquid nitrogen temperature, interesting set of 
observations were made/Different portion of the sample did not give the same 
spectrum. Some portions did not give any spectrum, others gave spectra con-
sisting of 4-lines [Fig. 4.3] only; still others and more preponderantly gave 
spectra with large number of lines. The 4-lines spectrum was angle indepen-
dent but the spectra with large number of lines showed angular anisotropy and 
with great difficulty and after repeated experimentation, it could be decided 
that it consisted of 16-lines divisible into 4 sets of 4-lines each [Fig. 4.4] as in 
the case of CaCuO^ but no set could be followed through during the angular 
variation study and hence they could not be plotted. When trying to perform 
the angular variation of the 16-lines spectra, a few very strong lines were seen 
on the high field side but they were observable for a very small stretch of angles 
during angular variation studies. 
The spectrum consisting of only 4-lines, which were angle independent, 
could be analysed by the same spin-Hamiltanian [11,12] as was used in the 
previous chapter. This spectrum was taken to be of maximum spread and 
corresponding to the Z-axis of the complex. The energies of the 4-lines along 
the Z-direction was are: 
W^ - — > W, = gPH + 3D + 2a - 10b 
Wj -—> W^ = gPH + D - 4a + 20b 
Wo > W., = gPH - D + 4a - 20b 
W , —-> W.2 = gPH - 3D - 2a + 10b 
From the single spectrum, only the parameters g^ , D, and 2a-1 Ob could be 
calculated and were as follows : 
g^  = 2.289, D = 86 Gauss and 2a - 10b = 4 Gauss. 
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While trying to perform the angular variation study to identify individual 
sets of 4-lines each, it was not possible to identify the individual set due to large 
shift of the lines, intensity variation, change of line-width and line-shape and 
frequent overlapping but it was noticed that a few verv strong lines appeared 
in the spectrum at about 4200 Gauss, which were observable for a short stretch 
of angles (xlO°) during angular variation study as shown in the Fig. 4.5. 
As has been discussed in the previous chapter the 4-lines pattern arise 
due to the ferromagnetic coupling of Cu^ ^ in the (CuO)^ entities and represent 
the fine structure of S=2 system thus formed. A four one-half spin system has 
essentially 16-fold degenerate ground state and under Heisenberg isotropic 
exchange [13] the ground state is split into six components : one 5-fold, three 
3-fold and two singlets. The 5-fold level under the action of Heisenberg 
anisotropic exchange and magnetic field applied in the EPR experiment is split 
into 5-components and is responsible for giving the 4-line spectra. And as 
noted earlier, there are various modifications of the copper tetramers (CuO)^ by 
attachment to the disordered oxygen ions in the lattice. The six components of 
the four one-half system seem not to vary linearly with the magnetic field and 
the lines which appear for a short stretch of angles seems to be caused by the 
inter-level transitions, when the selection rules and the field - frequency ratio 
is satisfied for the resonance absorption. 
The interpretation that the set of 4-lines represents the fine structure of 
a S=2 system arising due to the ferromagnetic coupling of 4 Cu^ ^ ions in the 
(CuO)^ unit is furtherjustified that one signal (ticked in Fig. 4.4) shows splitting 
into 13-lines when recorded under lower sweep width, lower field modulation 
width and higher gain [Fig. 4.6]. This can be explained by the coupling of 4 
Cu^ ^ ions giving total electronic spin 4x 1/2 = 2 and total nuclear spin 
4x3/2 = 6. The number of hyperfine components must be 2 x 6 + 1 = 13, as 
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observed in one of the lines.[Fig. 4.6] It is a problem to think, why the other 
lines of the set do not show hyperfine splitting. This may be due to the different 
of 
type of interactions between the different projections (M^)^electronic spm and 
different projections (M )^ of nuclear spin. Difficulty in identifying the set of 4-
lines in angular variation study may be due to the ferromagnetic coupling of 4 
Cu "^ spins. Usually in ferromagnetic materials, the EPR signals get usually 
broadened, distorted and shifted and as in the present material, there is some 
kind of ferromagnetic coupling, though not extended or continuous as in 
ferromagnetic materials, which causes great difficulty in following the lines. 
One of the samples, which gave 4 sets of 4-lines each at room temperature was 
also investigated at liquid nitrogen temperature and it was found that at LNT, 
three sets vanished and only one survived though with less intensity [Fig. 4.7]. 
It was interpreted that for the three sets which vanished at LNT, the singlet (one 
of the six states of the 4 one-half spin system, discussed earlier) was the lower-
most level and therefore at lower temperature, singlet level (diamagnetic) was 
populated and the pentet level which gave signal got depopulated. For the one set 
which survived with less intensity, perhaps there was not much energy differ-
ence between the loweriimost singlet level and the pentet level, so that even at 
LNT, there was sufficient population in the pentet level to give observable 
signal. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the continuation of the work on the parent compounds of high-Tc 
superconductor such as CaCuO^ and Y^CUjO,, the EPR study of SrCuO^ was 
undertaken in this chapter. The study of this compound assumes importance 
because this compound is related to the high-Tc materials. The structure of 
SrCuO, is orthorhombic and space group Cmcm [1,2] and the lattice constants 
are; a = 3.56 A°, b = 16.32 A° and c = 3.92 A°. Recently it has been found that 
at high pressure 6 GPa and temperature 1373K, SrCuO^ induces a structural 
transformation which is characterized by the infinite layer structure of CuO^ 
sheets and this Sr-Cu-0 system is reported to be superconductor with 
Tc=80-100K[3]. 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
High purity samples of STCUO^ [ L O B A CHEMIE, India, 99.00%] and 
CuC03.Cu(OH)2.H20 [s.d. fine, India, 99.9%) were used as starting materials 
and were mixed in proper ratio. The well-mixed combinations were calcined 
at different temperatures of 100°C, 200°C 900°C (in steps of 100°C), each 
for 24 hours with one intermediate grinding. EPR spectra were recorded after 
each heating. 
Spectra were recorded at room temperature on X-band ESR spectrom-
eter [RE 2X - JEOL, Japan]. XRD patterns were recorded on Phillips 
PW 1140/09 using monochromatised CuKa radiation. 
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this compound also, the spectral features were the same as in 
CuO-CaOand CuO-Y^Oj systems at temperatures of reaction upto 800°C. The 
first signal appeared at the reaction temperature of 300°C when the spectrum 
consisted of a broad low field signal and a sharp high field signal. As the 
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temperature of the heating was increased, the broad signal gradually gained in 
intensity and its width reduced and the sharp signal also gained intensity. When 
the reaction temperature is increased, Cu-0 network is expected to break and 
the small fragments due to the reduced spin correlation length are expected to 
produce EPR signal. When the reaction temperature is further increased, the 
fragments still became smaller in size and their number also increases and 
hence the signal intensity increases and shift to higher field side. When the 
temperature is further increased, there are probably overwhelmingly Cu^ * 
monomers and only one signal coincident with the sharp signal (g 2i 2) is 
observed. There may have been left some very big fragments incapable of giving 
signals. The development of the signal from 300°C - 800°C is shown in Fig. 5.1. 
XRD [Fig. 5.2] of the reaction product at 500°C shows that no chemical 
reaction has taken place and XRD lines correspond to the unreacted materials 
only. 
The reaction was carried out at 900°C and the XRD of the product 
[Fig. 5.3] was examined; the XRD pattern was the same as reported XRD [4] of 
SrCuOj. 
EPR spectrum of thus prepared SrCuO^ as well as after quenching it from 
900°C to LNT showed only two signals: one in the region of g52 and the other 
in the region of g=;3 [Fig. 5.4]. The g32 signal was assigned to Cu-monomers 
and the g^: 3 signal to copper dimers. Because the position of the g = 3 signal 
coincided with the Cu-dimer signal in CuO [5] where it had shown splitting into 
seven hyperfine components, it was also interpreted to arise from CuO-dimers. 
However hard we tried, no splitting was observed in the g 2 signal. The splitting 
of the signals into sets if 4 lines as seen in BaCuO^CaCuOj and Y^CUjOj was 
never seen. The re^ron for not splitting of the signals might be the difference in 
the electronic band structure [4,6.7] and magnetic properties of SrCuO^ in 
comparison to BaCuO^ and CaCuO^. 
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CHAPTER - 6 
EPR STUDY OF Y-Ba-Cu-O SYSTEM 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
There are several papers published on the electron paramagnetic 
resonance in the high-Tc superconductors, especially, 123-compound [ 1-10] in 
which EPR signals have been obtained. But after through examination it has been 
concluded that the signals belonged to some impurity phases and pure 
superconductors are EPR silent [10-12]. We wanted to study EPR signals, if any, 
from deoxygenated YBajCUjO, superconductors as has been doneJL!uO, BaCuO ,^ 
CaCuOj, YjCUjOj and SrCuOj. First, YBa^ CUjO^g samples were prepared by 
usual solid state reaction route and tested for the transition temperature and Tc 
came to be 90k. XRD was recorded and on comparison with the other published 
works [7], it was found to be monophasic. The samples were deoxygenated by 
passing stream of nitrogen for different durations of time over the heated 
sample (500°C) and EPR spectrum monitored. In one or two out of some ten 
attempts, signals (4-line pattern) appeared in deoxygenated YBa2Cu30.^ _5 and 
this result seems to be of great significance. 
Crystal structure of YbajCUjO^g is orthorhombic [13-15] with space 
group Pmmm and the lattice parameters a = 3.827A°, b=3.882A°, and 
c=11.682A°. 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
High purity samples of Y2O3 [Sigma, U.S.A., 99.9%], BaCO, [Sigma, 
U.S. A., 99.9%] and CuC03.Cu(OH)2.H20 [s.d. fine India, 99.9%] were mixed in 
proper ratio, intimately ground and calcined at 950°C for two days with two 
intermediate grindings. XRD was recorded (shown in Fig.6.1) and on 
comparison with the reported [7] XRD, it was found to be monophasic. The 
transition temperature was measured by D.C. four probe technique; the results 
of resistance measurement at different temperature is shown in Fig.6.2. 
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Deoxygenation was achieved by passing stream of nitrogen over the heated 
sample (500°C) for different durations of time. The substance lost weight on 
passing nitrogen over it. On passing nitrogen for 12 hours, the weight loss was 
2%, for one day, it was 3% and after passing nitrogen for two days, it was nearly 
4%, which did not increase on increasing the duration of nitrogen flow. The EPR 
spectra were recorded after each duration of nitrogen flow. The weight loss was 
attributed to the loss of oxygen content. As noted earlier, in a few attempts out 
of many tried, EPR signals were observed. 
6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
YBajCUjO,,^compound, as prepared, whose Tc was 90k did not give any 
EPR signal. When deoxygenation was done and the weight loss was nearly 2%, 
a broad signal was observed at the magnetic field of 1867 Gauss (g;5 3.610) [For 
the measurement of percentage of weight loss, the initial formula was taken to 
be YBajCUjO.^  ]. When the weight loss was 3%, the same signal shifted slightly 
towards the higher field side and when the weight loss was 4%, this signal splits 
into 4 components. The three signals are shown in the Fig.6.3 (a,b,c,); the four 
line spectrum was as usual interpreted as the fine structure of the (CuO)^ 
entities freed from the CuO^ planes present in the compound. The spectrum was 
isotropic and the spin-Hamiltonian parameters obtained were as follows: 
g^= 3.446, D = 82 Gauss and 2a-10b = 10 Gauss, 
treating the observed spectrum to correspond to the Z-axis of the complex. The 
spectrum is not very informative, but it is quite important because it comes 
from an actual superconductor and not from the constituents of superconduc-
tors as obtained earlier. 
It is apt now to make some general remarks. The 4-line patterns have 
been observed in all the constituents of 123-superconductors and the 
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superconductor itself. As mentioned earlier, the signals were located in small 
specks of material, which appeared as islands in the material. First the signal 
was observed from a small portion of the sample kept in the sample tube and then 
the sample amount was reduced and again signal was monitored. It was found that 
in the reduced amount, the signal was present with the same intensity or it was 
not present at all. In the portion in which the signal was present, the amount was 
further reduced and again it was found that the signal was present in one portion 
with undiminished intensity and absent in the other portion. In this way, various 
subdivisions were done to locate the actual specks responsible for giving the 
signal. Ultimately it became so small, that it could not be collected. Our aim was 
to collect large number of such minutest specks and study the XRD in order to 
confirm the actual emitter of the signal, but it could not be done. When the 
signal was uniformly present in the sample, i.e., the signal strength depended 
upon the amount of sample, the XRD pattern was the same as the original 
monophasic compound. It is therefore, quite justified to assume that the signal 
comes from the original samples with a little modification in localized areas. 
As the modification comes on deoxygenation and the signal giving species are 
only Cu^ ^ ions which express themselves in a coupled form to present total 
electronic spin S = 2, it is natural to conclude that the EPR spectra are due to 
(CuO)^ complexes which get isolated from the bulk by the detachment of the 
neighboring oxygen bond. The strong proof of this is provided by the appear-
ance of 4-line patterns and further splitting of some individual lines into 
13 - components. The complex angular variation of the spectra indicate 
ferromagnetic coupling of spins of 4Cu^*ions. Result would have been better, 
if single crystals were available, but we could not prepare them or have any 
access to them. 
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As noted throughout the thesis that the (CuO)^ tetramer is a stable 
component of CuO^ planes which is present in all the cuprate family of 
superconductors and it might have something to do with the mechanism of high 
- temperature superconductivity. (CuO)^ units have been found to couple 
ferromagnetically when the 8 oxygen bonds connecting them to the Cu -O planar 
network (as shown in the Fig. 6.4) are broken. If the CuO bond is supposed to 
have 12.5% covalency (which is not quite unusual), then the breaking of 8 
oxygen bonds is equivalent to the introduction of a hole in the (CuO)^ entity. It 
is well known fact that holes are present in the high - Tc materials and the 
electrical conductivity in these material is through holes. If a hole traverses a 
(CuO)^ unit in the extended CuO^ plane of the unmodified superconductor, it 
may perform the same job as the detachment of eight neighbouring bonds, i.e., 
it may couple the spins of the 4 Cu^ "^  ions ferromagnetically. When the spins 
couple ferromagnetically, there will be necessarily much change in the orbital 
part of the wave function. 
So the passage of a hole through a (CuO)^ unit may create conditions for 
the attraction of another hole in the vicinity through magnetic interaction 
(because of the ferromagnetic coupling of spins) and through electrostatic 
interaction (because of the change in the orbital part of the wavefunction). This 
may provide a stronger interaction between a pair of holes. This in conjunction 
with higher value of density of states at the Fermi surface, may provide a 
mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity. Because the (CuO)^ are two dimen-
sional and detached from the extended Cu-0 planar network, there is a chance 
of increased density of states at the Fermi level. Thus within the BCS frame-
work, there is possibility of finding a mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity. 
However, the ideas presented here are qualitative and must be backed 
by rigorous calculations and varied experiments. 
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